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MACHINING OF TITANIIi4 ;LLOYS

C. T. Olofson, A. F. Gerds, F. W. Boulger, and i. A. Gu'klis*

GENERAL C NSIDERAT ICS
titanium produocs high contact pressures at the too

Introduction chip interface. This combination of events and the
poor heat conductiviti of titanium results in un-

ren years ago, titanium had the reputation of usually high tool-tip temperatures.
being very difficult to machine, compared to comnon
constructional materials. However, Government and TABLE 1. MACHINABILITY OF TITANIUM AND ITS ALLOYS
private research on titanium machining, experience, RELATIVE TO OTIER SELECTED MATERIALS
and the use ef all Information generated has pro-
gressively improved this situation.

Cond 1- Rat-
During 1907, the Titanium Metallurgical Lab- Alloy Type tion a) ina(b

oratory, now the Defense Metals Information Center,
publishei TWL Report 8K which summarizrd the state 2017 Aluminum alloy T4 300
of the ait of machKin% ttavil.u and the alloyc
available at that time. The present Temorandum B1112 Resulfurized steel HR 100
combines the basic information from this and other 1020 Carbon steel CD 70
TML and DMIC publications with more recent data ob-
tained irom Government reports an! personal Inter- 4340 Alloy steel A 45
views. DIIC also acknowledges the assistance of Ti Commercially pure A 4C
the Federal Aviation Agency in updating this infor-
mation In particular on Ti-SAI-lMo-lV and TI-6A1-6V- 302 Stainless steel A 35
2Sn through their support at Battelle of a program Ti-5A1-2.5Sn Titanium alloy A 30
to develop a handbook on titanium alloys. TiMn Titanium alloy A 25

There have ken no major breakthroughs in Ti-6A1-4V Titanium alloy A 22
machining titanium alloys, alohough more data on
TI-13V-llCr-3AI and other new alloys could be forth- Ti-8AI-l0o-IV Titanium alloy A 22
coming. It can be stated, however, that as various Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn Titanium alloy A 20
companies using titanium alloys gain experience,
there is a steady improvement in rates of metal re- TI-6A1-4V Titanium alloy HT 18
moval. This increase Is caused partly by increased TI-6A1-6V-2Sn Titanium alloy HT 16
uniformity In the alloy, and partly by strict atten-
tion to the michining conditions required for titan- Ti-13V-llCr-3A1 Titanium alloy A 16
ium. Ti-134-lICr-3AI Titanium alloy HT -12

Today, tools and techniques are available for HS25 Cobalt base A 10
machiring titanium efticiently. In fact, some RenQ 41 Nickel base HT 6
machining operations give more consistent results on
titanium than they do on some grades of steel. A T70 T4 = solution-heat-treated and artif icially a,
bonus factor is the ease of attaining good surface condition; HR = hot-rolled conditi° A = an-
finishes. Rms values as low as 20 to 30 microinches nealed condition; HT = solution treated andagf
can be obtained on some titanium parts without much condition.
trouble. (b) Based on AISI B1112 steel as 1CC.

Machining Titanlum

Titanium's strong chemical reactivity withMachIning Behavior tool materials at high cutting temperatures and pre
surcs favors gallng, welding, and smearing. Abra-

The machinability of unalloyed ti~anIum Is sion by surface contamination or scale, if present,
similar to that of annealed austenitic stainless can notch cutting tools at the depth of cut line.
steels, while titanium alloys are more comparable Titanium's relatively low modulus of elasticity car
to 1/4-hard and 1/2-hard stainless steels. Table I cause slender parts to deflect more than steel,
shows the ;pproximate machinability relationships creating tolerance and tool-rubbing problems. In
between the titanium alloys and the other alloyq of addition, titanium may shrink on steel drills,
interest to the aircraft Industry. reamers, and taps because of differences in the

thermal expansion of the materials Involved.Generally speaking, mo~hining problems for

titanf 'm originate from three sovrcest excessive It is desirable to use suitable cutting fluid
cutting temperatures, chemical reactivity with tools, properly applied. In general, it is suggested that
and a relatively low modulus of elasticity. A chlorinated fluids and solvents should not be u;ed
built-up edge, however, does not form on tools used wherever alternate nonchlorinated liquids dre avail
to machine titanium. Although this phenomenon ac- able. This Is due to the possibility of encounter-
counts for the characteristically good finish on ing chloride stress corrosion, If the part retains
machined surfaces, It also leaves the cutting edge rtsiduPl chlorides on the surface and is EubJected
naked to The abrading aution of the chips. In addi- to subspeqent hpatinj. Ahere chlorinated cutting
tion, titanium produces a thin chip which flows at fluids are used, these should be removed promptly,
high vwlo•ity over the tool face on a small tool- for exaxple, by usirg methyl ethyl ketone or acetor
chip contact area. This, plus the high strength of

"d'seacr Me allur ist, Eenior Research Metallurgist, General WachInInq Roquirpments
ani Division Chief, Metalworking Research Division; Difficulties in machining titanium may be
anJ 4enior Chemical Enrineer, Electrochemical Engin- minimized consiferably by providing a suitable cutt
eerin) bivislon, Battelle Menorial Institute, Colum-
hu%, C•rl.
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environment. Basically, this means that high- Health and Safety Considerations
quality machine tools, vibrItion-free rigid setups,
and appropriate machining conditions should be used. No physiological reaction from titanium on the

human body has been reported. fo-evtr, a potential
Machine tools used for various machining opera- explosion hazard may exist if very finely divided

tions should exhibit the following characteristics: titanium is present in the air in proper proportions.

Mill Turn Drill Tap The fire hazard is more real. Fine chips and

True running spindle x X x X turnings can be ignited under certain conditions.
Excellent spindle bearings x x x x Titanium turnings also may ignite when the ý-etal is
Dynamic balance X xcut at high speeds without the adequate use of
Flywheel-assisted speed drives x coolants. In ti same manner, dry grinding carn cause
Snug table gibs x trouble due to the intense spark stream. Finally,
Backlash elimination x x x chip accumulations from poor housekeeping habits and
Rigid frames X x X improper storage produce likely sites for titanium
Wide speed/feed ranges x x x x fires. Systematic clearing of machines, ducts, and
Ample power to maintain speed x x x X floors, and the removal of titanium chips to isolated
Eampl powerstoaintan s d A X X X outside locations will alleviate the fire hazard
Easy accessibility for a x x x stain

maintenance situation.

The compositions of tool materials conrmonly TABLE 2. CMFPOSITIONS OF HIGH-SP5D-TOCL STEELS(ab)

employed in machining operations on titanium are
listed in Tables 2 and 3. AISI, Alloy Content. weiqht percent

CodeL¢ Tungsten Chron'ium Vanadium Cobalt Molyloenum

Appropriate machining setups require strong, Cd Ts 4 C

sharp cutting tools; positive feeds; relatively low Ti 18 4 1 -

cutting speeds; and certain types of cutting fluids. T4 18 4 1 5

T5 18.1/2 4 1-3/4 8

Cutting tools should be properly ground. The T6 20 4 2 12

face of the tool should be smooth, and the cutting
edges free of feather burrs. Milling cutters, drills, TS 14 4 2 5

and taps should be mounted to run true. Lathe tools T15 14 4 5
should usually cut on dead center. In a multiple-
tooth cutter like a mill or a drill, all teeth should l 1/2 4 1 8
cut the same amount of material. M2 6 4 2 5

All machining operations require a positive, Nb - 4 2 8

uniform feed achieved mechanically. The cutting M3 6 4 2.75 - 5

tool should never dwell or ride in the cut without M4 5.50 4 4 - 4.50

remIoving metal. As an added precaution, all cutters M6 4 4 1.5 12 5
should be retracted when they are returned across the M7 1.75 3.75 2.0 - B.7"
work. The cutter should be up to speed and should U30 2 1.25 5 S

maintain this speed as the cutter takes the load. M33 1.75 3.75 1.0 8.25 9,2•
Vibration-free operation can be obtained by A34 2 4 2 8 8

eliminating any looseness in power transmissions or
excess play in slides or screws. Undersized or un- MIS 6.5 5 5 3.5
derpowered machines should 1e avoided. Certain aisle R05 6 4 2 5 5

locations of machines near or adjacent to heavy M36 6 4 2 8 5
traffic also can induce unwanted vibration and chat- M41 6.75 4.25 2.00 5.00 3.75

ter during machini•.g. Finally, improper cutter M42 1.50 3.75 1.15 8.O0 9.50
rigidity and/or geometry can contribute to vibration.

M43 1.75 3.75 2.00 8.25 8.75

Rigidity of operation is a very important con- M44 5.25 4.225?.25 1.0(0 1.,5

sideration for the successful machining of titanium. (a) Table taken from A-M Metals Hjn~Thok, Supplement, 22
It is obtained through the use of adequate clamping (19tA)).

and by minimizing deflection of work and tool during (b) For commercial listings, reference can be made to "A
machining. In milling, this means machining close Guide to Tool Steels and Carbijes", t (April 21,

1958).
to the table, frequent clamping of long parts, and (c) Ti, MI. and M10 perform similarly for ordinary appli-
the use of backup blocks for thin walls. Rigidity cations. When greater than avera'e red hardness Is
in turning is achieved by machining close lo the needed, cobalt-containing grades are reconcened.
spindle, gripping the work firmly in the collet, and All grades in the molybenum and tungsten groups are

not necessarily comparable. Spa lal -purý$oe stpels
providing steady or follow rests for slender parts. such as T6. T9, TT•, Me, M35, ani M3S se#m to have
DrillIng requires short drills, positive clamping no close counterparts in the ther 3roups. The uni-

of sheet, and backup plates c- through holes, qua compositions and properties of these steel suit
them to certain apprications without competition.

Cutting speed is the most sensitive factor in
all machining operations. Excessive speeds cause
over heating and consequont low tool life; hence,
they are limited to relatively low values, unless
adequate cooling can be suppliel at the cutting site.
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CONVENTIONAL MACHIINIG variety of shapes and sizes to aircraft standards

of surface finish and dimensional accuracy. A
Milling Operations surface finish of 63 h inches or better is readily

attainable and values as low as 17 p inches are

Introduction possible in finishing cuts. In spar milling, leg
and web thickness, as well as section height dimen-

Milling titanium parts can be troublesome. sional tolerances can be held to +O.OlO inch.

Galling of tools and the amount of titanium smeared M M
on cutter edges is proportional to the chip thick- Milling Machines
ness as each tooth leaves the cut. The smeared
metal and part of the underlying cutting edge then Horizontal or vertical knee-and-column milling
chips off as each tooth re-enters the cut, thus machines are commonly used for face-milling, end-
starting a wearland. Galling increases progressive- milling, and pocket-milling operations. Heavy-duty

ly and wearland grows until tool failure occurs. fixed-bed milling machines also can be used for face

This progressive tool chipping and wear phenomenon milling and end milling.
also produces a gradual surface-finish deterioration
and a loss of tolerance. Both factors can become Numerically controlled, vertical profile mill-
serious unless the worn or damaged tool is replaced. ing machines, or tracer-controlled milling machines

are used for profile-and p~cket-milling operations.
Other problems to be faced include heat, de-

flection, and abrasion. Excessive cutting tempera- Generally speaking, D to 15 horsepower is us-
tures soften chips which can clog flutes and load ually sufficient for milline titanium. This means,

relief surfaces. Deflection of thin parts and slen- for example, a No. 2 heavy-dity or a No. 3 standard

der milling cutters promote rubbing and added heat. knee-and-column milling machine. However, the large

Abrasive oxide surfaces on titanium can notch the machines often needed to accommodate large parts
cutter at the depth-of-cut line. may have as much as 25 to 50 horsepower available.

Another problem in milling titanium, particu-
larly in the case of extrusions, results from Milling Cutters, Design, and Quality
distortion through the release of stresses original-
ly imposed by the basic mill processing operation. The choice of the milling cutter used depends
Distortion occurs when unequal amounts of metal on the type of machining to be done. Face mills,
are removed from opposite surfaces, or by the plain milling cutters, and slab mills are used for
machining operation itself, milling plane surfaces. End mills are used for

light operations such as profiling and slotting.
The smearing/chipping behavior can be minimiz- Form cutters and gang-milling cutters are used to

ed by providing thin exit chips characteristic of produce shaped cuts. All cutters need adequate
down milling. Lower speeds and light feeds also body sections and tooth sections to withstand the
reduce chipping, and permit lower cutting tempera- cutting loads.
tures. Water-base coolants also reduce cutting
temperatures and hence minimize galting. Chemical Tool angles of a milling cutter should be
removal of any oxide skin before machining will chosen to promote u;ihampered chip flow and immediate
alleviate the abrasion problem. Stress relief ejection of the chip. The controlling angles in
after machining overcomes the distortion problem. this regard are axial rake, radial rake, and corner

angles. These combine to form the true rake angle
In spite of the difficulties described, mill- and the angle of inclination.

ing operations can produce titanium parts in a

TABLE 3. TOOL-MATERIAL GUDE FOR CARBMIES

Partial List of Carbides(b) Made by Various Manufacturers

Kenna- Sandyik Tungsten Vascoloy
Grade Adams Careet Carboloy Firlomet Firthite Metal Newcomer Coroment Talide Alloy Valenite Raset Wesson Willey

C-1 B CA3 "A FAS H KI N?4 Hi C99 9 VC1 2A68,VR54 GS E8,El3
C-2 A CAM 883,860 FA6 HA K6 NC3 Hi C91 9H VC2 2A5,VR54 G1 E6
C-3 AA CA7 905 FA7 HE K8 NC2 H3 C93 9C VC3 2A7 GA E5
C-4 A.AA CAB 999 FAB HF K(l N= H5 C95 9B VC4 2A7 Gc E3
C-5 DD CAM1 78C FT3 TQ4 KM0 NS65,NS4 S6,S4 S88 liT VC5 EE,VR77 WS 945
C-iA 434 CA61O 370 FT41 ,FT5 TXHO K21 -- SIP S88X 9S VC125 VR77,VR75 26 BA
C-6 0 CA609 78B FP4 PXH,TA K2S N53 S2 590 10T VC6 VR75 *A 710
C-7 C CA60 78 FT6 TXL K5il NS2,NSl7 Si S92 ST VC7 E,VR73 WH 606
C-7A t48 CA606 350 F161 T16,TXL K4H .. .. S92X 5S -- VR73 W{ 6A
C-_8 cc CA605 330 FT7 T31,WP K7H NS15 F1 S94 5S VC8 E" NW 509,4A

(a) Carbide Industry Standardization Committee.
(bý For the same CISC grade, there seem to be no truly equivalent carbides of different brands. Where two carbide grades from the same

manufacturer ara shown for the same CISC grade, the first is sometimes recommended.
Notes:

(1) The following chip-removal applications have been used for the CISC grade indicated. It will be noted that tome grades specify the
type of metal removal for which they are best suited.

C-I Roughing Cuts - cast iron and nonferrous materitls C-hA Roughing Cuts and Heavy Feeds - steel
C-2 General Purpose - cast iron and nonferrous materials C-6 General Purpose - steel
C-3 Light Finishing - cast iron and norferrous materials C-7 Finishing Cuts - heavy feeds - steel
Cý- Prectsln Boring - cast iron and nonferrous materials C-7A Finishing Cuts - fine feeds - steel
C-' Ro40ghirg Cuts - steel C-8 Precision Boring - steel

nTis -tart can function -nny as a guide. The so-called "best grade" may differ for each specific job even If the material being"u ,a! I. the sam-. 7-, final -election can ba made only by trial and error. Instructions regarding the specific use and appli-
aior, Of any nnapetittve grade should be obtained directly from the manufacturer.



Rake angles are not especially critical. Some The succe',s of carbide milling deppnds largely
fabricators prefer 0-degree instead of positive rake on general supervision and control. A qualified
anqles to overcome a tendency of the cutter to dig supervisor knowledgealle In carbide tooling should
in and to chip prematurely. be responsible for the carQidU-milling effort.

Come competitive grades of carbides are identifield
The use of a corner angle plus a small nose in Table 3.

radius also provides a longer cutting edge. This Feeds
distributes cutting forces over a greater area,
thus causing less pressure. It also aids in dissi- Feed rates for milling titanium art usually
pating the heat of cutting. limited to the range of C.0C2 to 0.CC6 ipt to avoid

At lower speeds, relief ang] s around 12 de- overloading the cutLers, fixtures, and milling

grees give longer tool life than do the standard machine. Llht feeds at low speeds also help to
relief angles of 6 ir 7 degrees. If chipping oc- reduce premature chipping. Delicate types of cut-
curs, the reliefs should be reduced toward the ters and flimsy or nonrigid workpieces rpqptre
standard values. Generally, relief angles less than smaller feeds. It is important to maintain a posi-

10 degrees may lead to excessive smearing along the tive, uniform feed. Positive gear feeds without

flank, while angles greater than 15 degrees weaken backlash are sometimes preferred over hydraulic fned
the tool and encourage "digging-in" as well as chip- mechanisms. Cutters should not dwell or stop in the
ping of the cutting edge. cut.

All cutters should be ground and mounted to Down-milling techniques are usally used for
run absolutely true in order to make the best use carbide and cast-alloy cutters to encourage forma-
of the relatively light feeds used in milling titan- tion of a thin chip.
lum, and to make cer t ain that all teeth are cutting
the same amount of material. The total runout Depth of Cut
should be no more than 0.001-inch TIR.

The selection of cut depth drpends on the

Tool Materials part rigidity, the toleranccs requjired, and the
type of milling operation undertaken. For skin

The choice of the proper tool material is not millin,, Iignt cuts (C.CIC to C.C2 inch sm to

a simple matter In milling. The correct selection, permit less warpage than deeper cuts !C.CWK to C.0VC
in fact, depends on eight factors: inch). When cleanihg up extrusions, a c.ttC-inih

depth is usually allowei. :Howv-r, dpp.hs of cut up

The milling machine and its condition to C.15 inch can be used In other situations if su!-

Type of cut and rigidity of setup ficient power is availalle. V!er forgini sýale is
The composition and hardness of the workpiece present, the nose of each tootn must be kept below
The shape and size of part the scale to avoid rigid tool wear.
The finish required
The dimensional accuracy needed Cutting Spends

The desired metal-removal rate
The skill of the operator. Cutting nTeed is a very criical faý-rr In

milling titanrim. Exsessive sprds will *:as,, oer-

Conventional high-speed steel cutters are heating of the cutter 'dges and sutsrqu-nt rapif-

popular and can be used in the following instances: tool failure. Consequently, one should not ,xcPed
the speeds shown In Tables 4, t, and 6. In fait,

Low production volume of small parts when startinq on a new job, it is advisale to use

Slots and form cuts a cutting speed In the lower portion of tht recom-
mended range.

Milling under conditions of insufficient

rigiditj Sufficient flyvphl-assisted spindle power

End mills, form mills, narrow side-cutting should be pres.rt to maintain constant cttin; spoed

slitting s'ws, and large radius cutters. av the cutter takrs the cutting load.

Tool life is low by ordinary standards when milling Cuitin. Fluids
titanium and It is quite sensitive to speed. Fur-
thermore, some differences In the performance of A wide varity of cutting fluids ar, uoq1 to

high-speed steel cutters may exist brtween cutters reduce cutting tocppratur-s and to inhif I, Wal In;.

of the same typo. and geometry but obtained frrc dif- Sulfurizei mineral oils are usel ,xtensT', l ani ar,

ferent suppliers. This difference can be atWributed usuall: flood applid. Water-bane cutlin• l,i K

to composition and/or heat treatment of the tool. are also wiely used an! are either ftooi or 4i0t

High-speed steel cut',rs, herefore, should be pur- applied. Examples of the latter incl•v:h

chased to the specifications covering the grade and
appropriate heat treatment of the steel. Vter-solutle waxes

H!eavy-duty solu I oil e ul d ',Ions '1 :1C
A complete listinq of high-speed steels Is dilution)

shown in Table 2.
Rust-inhilbltor type; (N!,trite amine,

Carbide-milling cuttprs are especially useful Chepi-al coolants 00a 4, In wa'r]
for high-production or extensive mvtal-removal
operations, particularly in face-millin, and slih- Certain proprietary coolants 00o4 T -"1,

milling applications. Carhilp millinis ic. oe ox- .onson TL-012. Cimplus. an! o'h r'.

tensively In the aircraft indunty, W:u Iin rr.,om-
mended whenever possible tecau•s, o f the hi Th.r pro- Tool life samt w N ci ml annlv mr. c a

duction rates attainable. Howv,,r, cari cuntting 5 percrrt rahium hy'iroxife-waMr Kc. -A .,,i a'

tools require heavy-duty, v blra'lion-fro, ma hWnr' a spray mist. qo -err, I* s,.'-s a. 1 :, to x','a t

and rigid fixturing. the fumes from the cittinj ar~a to prot, ' tCe opra-
tor.



TABLE 4. MILLIG TITVifUbJ ALLOTYS WITH HELICkL FACE MILLSW'O

Cutter Material, CAri _ __,_ HrQhoS 1Ste.l_
Ii -tA1-4V TI-6A1-4V

Titanium Alloy TI-SA1-2.5Sn Ti-7AI-0t Ti-SAI-2.5Sn TI-7Al-4Mgo
Machineds Ti-4AI-3Vo-IV Ti-PAI-Io-IV TI-•,•-6V-2Sn Ti-l3V-IlCr-3AI Ti-4A1-34co-lV TI-9AI-t1-4-IV TI-6Al-6V-2tn TI-13V-IIC

Tool Material
Typo C-I or C-2 C-1 or C-2 C-2 C-2 T15 or MV5 M3 M3 or TI5 T15

Tool Angles,
degrees
Axial Rake 0 *6 to -6 0 0 to +10 0 to 10 +6 to -6 0 10
Radial Rake 0 to -10 0 to -1

4  
0 O to +10 0 to l10 0 to -14 0 0 to +10

Corner 45 to 60 0 45 45 30 to 45 0 45 45
End-Cutting Edge 6 to 10 0 10 5 to 10 6 to1 0 10 5 to 1O
Relief 10 to 12 6 10 10 10 to 12 6 10 10

Tool Nose Radius,
inch 0.04-0.125 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04-0.125 0.04 0.04 0.04

Feed, ipt 0.002-0.012 0.005 0.004-0.006 0.003-0.006 0.002-0.006 0.005 0.004-0.006 0.004-0.C

Depth of Cut.
Inch 0.05-0.25 0.25-0.050 0.05-0.10 0.05-0.10 0.05-0.25 0.025-0.05 0.05.0.10 0.05-0.lC

Speed, fpm
Annealed Alloys 60-20O 160-170 125-150 100-125 15-75 80 60 45
Aged Alloys .5-91 -- 80-100 70-100 30-50 -- 50 30

Cutting Fluids Soluble oil- Soluble oil- Sulfurized Sulfurized Soluble oil- Soluble oil- Soluble oil- Soluble o3
water water mineral oil mineral oil water water water witer
emul ions emul sions emul alone emul alons erul slons emul alone

Types Water-soluble Chemical .... Water-soluble Chemical ....
waxea coolants waxes coolants

Application Spray mist Spray mist Flood Flood Spray mist Spray mlst Flood Flood
or flood or flood

(a) From Rferen-es 1 to 7 inclusive; see page 0 fir listing.

TA-PLE 5. MILLING3 TITA'iT!M ALLOYS WITH HELICAL EPD MILLS(&)

Profile or Pocket -Milling
Milling C'0eration End Millinj ProfilIng Slotting Ccrner iliIing Slotti% CGorier
Cutter Material: !it,,,-t., i Steel High-Speed Steel Solid Carbile

Titanium Alloy TI-7AI-4Vo
Mschinedl TI-SAI-2.-Sn Ti-fAl-6m.'*2n Ti-13V-llCr-2VMo Ti-SAI-2.5Sn Ti-SAI-IMo-lV Ti-BAI-IMo-lV

Tool Material Type M!, Type 2 M2 M2 M3, Type 2 T5 T5 C-i or C-2 C-I or C

Tool Angles, iegrees
Helix 30 30 30 45 10 30 30 35
Ra"til Rake 0 0 0 10 0 to +4 0 to +4 0 to +4 C to +4
Corner ................
End-CO tting Edge ................
Relief 10 10 10 4 to 15 6 6 12 12

Tool Nose Radius,
inch --

Feed, ipt 0.O03-0.0C¶ 0.,03-0..CC5 O.003-0.0c5 0.0C15-0.0C3 0.002-0.004 0.004 0.002-0.0C4 0.004

Depth of Cut, 1/3 cutter 1/3 cutter 1/3 cutter ..........
inch diameter diameter diameter

Speed, fpm
Annaslel Alloys 6(-70 5C-60' 30-40 10-30 50 70-90 200, 200
Aged Alloys -- 3C-4A 20-25 ..........

Cutting Fluidis Heavy-duty water-soluble oil Solulle oil- Solul.e oil-water (I:35 dilution) or
-,..I emul- barium hydroxide (5% solution) applied
siona or rust- as a spray mist.
inhititor

coolant, mist
prpl ted

ma; F r o eie:enct I to 5 inolsI'e; see page U for listing.



TABLE 6. SPAR- CR SLAB-MILLING TITANIUM AL.OYS() Face-Vill Ing 2raý ns

IntroductIon
Cutter Material: Ccrl1do _

TI-7Al-4V Face-milling operations employ the comblned
Titanium Alloy Ti-6A1-42o action of cutting edges located on the periphery

Machined: Ti-8Al-l?:o-IV Ti-•Al-6V-2Sn and face of the cutter. Ths milled surface is gen-

erally at right angles to the cutter axis, and is
Tool Material Type C-2 C-2 flat except when milling to a shoulder. Face mills

and end mills represent the tools used in this opera-
Tool Angles, degrees tion. Face mills are suitable for fazing workpleces

Axial Rake 15 15 wider than 5 inches. End mills are used for facing
Radial Rake 0 0 narrow surfaces, and for operations such as profil-
Corner .... Ing and slotting. The following tabulation shows
End-Cutting Edge .. the type of mills used in various operations.
Relief 12 12 Figures 1 ind 2 show the important tool angles in-

Tool Nose Radius, inch -- . volved.

Feed, ipm(b) 90-150 90-150
Depth of Cut, inch(c) 0.025-0.075 0.025-0.075 (ya)llD~eer _ A~lcto

Face mills(a) 6 Inches and greater Roughing and finishing
Speed, fpm Shell end mills 1 to 6 inches Facing wide surfaces
Annealed Alloys 230-370 230-370 End mills 11'2 to 2 inches Facing narrow surfaces
Aged Alloys .. End milling

Profiling
Cutting Fluids Soluble oil-water emulsions Slotting

(1:30 dilution) or barium Slotting mills 1/2 to 2 inches Slots
hydroxide (5% solution) as (a) Indexable fa:e-milling cutters using throwaway carbide in-
a spray mist serts are available in positive or negative rakes with

lead angles up to 45 degrees.

(a) From Reference 5.
(b) The unit feeds resulting from the linear feeds Face or Skin Milling

shown range between 0.004 to 0.12, ipt, depend-
ing on the finish desired. However, too light a Conventional face mills are sultable for
feed can oroduce red-hot chips which can cause machining relatively wide flat surfaces. Typical
a fire hazard. designs include those of Futurmill, Ingersoll, and

(c) When cleaning up extrusions, only about 0.Ot other makes. Special face mills are also used and
inch depth of cut can be taken in order to re- include the rotating Insert and conical types.
duce materi~i costs. Hence, for long parts,
use the feed/speed combination which gives the Diameters of face mills are important; they
most economical mretal removal tated on machines can range up to 6 inches, but should not be ap~re-
available and cutting-tool inventory. ciabl', greater than the width of the cut. If a

smaller diameter cutter can perform the operation
and still overhang the cut by 10 percent, then a
larger cutter should not be used. It is not good

Good tool life can be obtalned by using the practice to bury the cutter in the work.
spray-mist technique for all water-base coolants.

The mist should be applied ahead of a peripheral mill- A good surface finish ard freedom trom dis-
Ing cutter (climb cutting), and at both the entrance tortion are always desirable. Surface finish, in
and exit of a face-milling-type cutter. F-essurizing tho case of milling, seems to become considerably
the fluid in ar aspirator system permits h.,tter pene- better with decreasing feed, and slightly better
tration to the tool-chip area, better cooling, and with increasing speed. Light cuts (0.ClO to 0.020)
better chip removal. on sheet metal seem to cause less warpage than drep-

er cuts (0.C40 to 0.060 inch).

There are a number of proprietary fluids in

each category which are producing excellent results. Table 4 contains data on feeds, speeds, dfpth

of cut, ar.d other vari'Ies Important In milling
General Villing Techniques and Inspection titanium alloys.

Machining titanium reqires reasonably close Profile or Pocket Milling
supervision. This means that the supervisor should
check all new milling setups before cutting opera- Profile or pocket milling is done with end
tions begin. Thereafter, he should spot check for mills. Cutters are fed gradually into the wc:k to
nicks and scratches to prevent defective parts from keep them from grabbing and breaking. Chip crowd-
being processed too far. Ing, chip disposal, and tool deflection can be

The milling cutter also should be examrined for problems during this machining operation.

early indications of dvllini. If a dull red chip lel cal-type eind mills give better perfcrmance
starts to form, the tool should be replace. Some than straight-tooth designs. When the end of the
companies recors-end at least two cuttrs for a given cutter is doing the cutting, the hand of thy he:lix
operation. Minimum downtime usually occurs when the and the hand of the cut should be the same, i.e.,
entire cutter Is replaued by a new one. right-hand helix for a right-hand -.ut. 'ffhen tbe

periphery of the cutter Is doing the cuttn3, the
Surface contamination ma- break down cutters opposite is true, i.e., left-hand helix for a right-

prematurely. If this is a problem, tse abrasivp hand cut.
surface can be removed by chpmical cleaning.
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Axial rake (ARý
End clearance (Po)

Rac~ial rake (RR)
(NJeg.) End cutting

edge angle
(ECEA)

ToothpointCorner angle (CA)

Peripheral clearance

FIGURE 1. FACE-MILL ?XcANCLArdRE(7)

Peripheral

Corner angleclane

Hel ix

PEnd

End cutting edge angle (ECEA)

FIGURE 2. ENlD-9ILL NOVENCLAThJRE (7)
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Cutter diameter in pocket milling depends on carbide precludes its use. Helical cutters are

the radius needed on the pockets. Due to an inher- recommendd. They dro,.Ide wider and thinner chips
ent lack of rigidity, end mills should be as short as t.)an do the corresrondling stralght-tooth types. In
practicable, and their shank diameters should eq-il slab mill'*ng, six cut'ing edges per inch diameter
their cutting diameters. allows heavier feeds and longer tool lives than the

conventional three cutting edoes per inch diameter.
The shank of end mills should be softer than

the cutter flutes to avoid breakage between shank Table 6 gives machining data used for milling
and flutes. Ti-8Al-IMo-lV and Ti-6A1-4V spars.

Table 5 provides cutting data on end milling, Selected P~ferences on Vjll1n1
as well as on profile milling using high-speed steel
and solid carbide cutterb. (1) Buhler, T. C., "The Machining and Grinding of

Titanium Hydrofoils", R-130, The Miami Ship-
Peripheral Milling Operations building Corporation, Miami, Florid3, for the

U. S. Navy, Bureau of Ships, under Contract
Introduction No. NObs 72245.

Peripheral milling operations utilize the cut- (2) "Milling, Drilling, and Tapping the Difficult
ting action of teeth located or the periphery of the to Machine Materials", Metal Cutting Tool Insti-
cutter body. Arbor-mounted cutters used for such tute, New York, New York (1958).
operations include plain mills, helical mills, slab
mills, form relieved cutters, formed profile cutters, (3) Gunter, J. L., "Determination of Adaptability
side mills, and slotting cutters. of Titanium Alloys: Volume III. Processes and

Parts Fabrication", Final Report A).C-TR-t8-7-
It should be noted, however, that face mills 574, The Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle,

are usually more efficient in removing metal from Washington, for the U. S. Air Force under Con-
flat surfaces and produce them more accurately than tract AF 33(6C0)-33765 (December 1, 1958),
plain milling cutters do. Higher feed rates are AD 156058.
also possible with face mills because they are more
rugged. In addition, the complicated supports usual- (4) "Increased Production ReJuced Costs Through a
ly required for arbor-mounted cutters are unnecessary Better Understanding of the Machinin9 Process
when face mills are employed, and Control of Materials, Tools, and Machines",

Volume IV, AMC-TR-6C-7-532, Curtiss-Wright
Spar or Slab Milling Corporation, Wood-Ridge, N:ew Jersey, for the U.

S. Air %z.e unuer Contract AF 33(60C,-C5967
Spar or slab milling is used to bring extru- (May, 1960).

sions into aircraft tolerance and to provide a good
surface finish. The operation can be performed on (5) Phillips, J. L., "Cutter Geometry, 8-I-I Titan-
a heavy-duty fixed-bed mill like the Sundstrand lum", SAE National Aeronautic and Space Engin-
"Rigidmil". Large bed mills, however, may not have eering and 'anufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles,
adequate feed ranges. California (October 6, 1964).

Spars and similar sections, being relatively (6) Van Voast, J., "Increased Production Reduced
long and thin, require special considerations. As- Costs Through a Better UnJerstanding of the
received extrusions may need straightening before Machining Process and Control of Materials,
machining, since extrusion-straightness tolerances Tools, and Machines", Volume Il, Curtiss
exceed mill fixture and part tolerances. Wright Corporation, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, for

the U. b. Air Force under Contract AF 33(038)-
Rigid setups are necessary, but spar extrusions 9948 (1954).

should not be forced into a fixture.
(7) Zlatin, N., Field, M., and Gould, J., "Machiniiiy

When using arbor-mounted cutters, the arbor of Refractory Materials", Volume VIII, AD-TR-
should be of the largest possible diameter. Further- 7-532a, Metcut Research Associates, Inc., Cin-
wore, the arbors should be supported on each side of cinnati, Chio, for the U. S. Air Force under
the cutter with over-arm supports. Contract AF 33(600)-42349, for the period

August 1 to October 31, 1962 (November, 1962).
Slab-milling cutters should be mounted so that

the cutting forces will be absorbed by the spindle Turning and Boring Cýperatlons
of the machine. This is accomplished by using cut-
ters wiLh a left-hand helix for a right-hand cut, Turning and boring operations on titanium are
and vice versa. not particularly difficult when proper cutting con-

ditions are used. The problems to be minlmized In-
When two milling cutters are used end-to-end clude high tool-tip temperatures, and the galling

on the arbor, cutters having helixes of opposite and abrasive properties of titanium towa." tool
hand to the cut involved should be used. This set- materials. They can be avoided by following the
up neutralizes the cutting forces which tend to precautions listed In the section on "General
push the cutters away from the arbor. Machining Requliements" and I': suggestions given

below. The conditions identified in this section
Carbide cutters are preferred becau;se of the for turning should be suitable for boring with

higher production rates attainable--except undir single-point tools.
conditions where the Inherie.t brixtleness of the
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finished before use. Normally, this means that tool

Lathes surfaces over which chips pass should possess a good
iinish, with the direction of finishlig correspond-

A modern lathe In good condition pr3vile!, ing to the chip-flow direction. A rough surface can
production rates of five to ten times the rates pos- cause a properly designed tool to deterio-ate rapid-
sible with older machines. Vibration and lack of ly.
rigidity are common problerns on older equipment.

Recommiendatlons on tool geometry are given in
Cuttin Tools, Tool Design, and Tocl Quality TaLles 7 and 8.

Standard lathe tools are used for turning ti- Tool Materials
tanium. These are available in a variety of shapes,
sizes, tool angles, and tool m~terials. High-speed Experience indicates that high-speed steel
steel, carbide, and cast-alloy tools can be used for tools are best suited for form cutting, heavy plunge
titanium, cuts, and interrupted cutting. Carbide tools are

normally used for continuous cutting situations,
Tool angles are important for controlling chip high-production items, or extensive metal-removal

flow, minimum smearing or chipping, and maximum heat operations. Nonferrous cast-alloy tools are suit-
dissipation, able for severe plunge cuts, machining to dead

center, and producing narrow grooves. Ceramic tools
Positive, zero, or negative rake angles can be have not proved successful for titanium machining.

used depending on the alloy, heat-treated condition,
and machining operation. The side rake is the im- High-speed steel and cast-alloy tools can be
portant angle; positive rakes are best for finish ground to the tool geometry needed. The same is
turning; negative rakes for carbide tools at heavier true for carbire tools; however, off-the-shelf
feeds, brazed and throwaway carbide tools will fit the

rake, leld, and relief angle requirements and are
Relief angles between 6 and 12 degrees can be convenient to use.

used on titanium. Angles less than 5 degrees en-
courage smearing of titanium on the flank of the tool. bPeds
Relief angles around 10 degrees are better, although
some chipping can occur. The three cardinal rules for feeding practices

when turning titanium are:
The side-cutting edge angle influences the cut-

ting temperature near the cutting zone. Larger Always use constant, positive feeds
angles reduce cutting pressure and procc-'t longer Avoid dwelling in the cut
tool edges. The reduced pressure minimizes heat Never stop or slow up in the cut.
formation; longer cutting edges allow a greater
amount of heat dissipation. Hence, higher values of The metal-removal rate and surface-finish req;ire-
the side-cutting edge angle generally permit greater ments will determine the amount of feed to be taken;
feeds and speeds--unless chipping occurs as the cut- heavy feeds for higher metal-removal rates, light
ting load is applied or removed, feeds for better surfýe flnishFs.

Chip-breaking devices should be used for good Recommendations on feeds are given in Tables
chip control. 7 and 8.

Figure 3 explains the nomenclaturr used for Depth of Cut
single-point cutting tools.

The choice of cut depth will depend on the
particular situation and the metal removal rate
desired. For rough cuts, machine below any harA
oxide skin remaining from previous processing. For

s, o_&finishing operations, use light cuts for the best
Side . - surface finish and closest tolerances. Appropriate

Erd-cung -edge a rk a cut depths are mentioned in Tables 7 and 8.

/(ECEA -Cutting edge Cuttin c Speed

Sock rake Tocl life when turning titanium is more sensi-
tive to cutting speed than to any other machining

variable. However, and fortunately for titanium,
__Side relef ange high speeds are not necessary for producincV good

finishes. Hence, relatively low cutting speeds are
used to obtain reasonable tool life for a given

"Sdecuttng edge ang• e tool material.
S/ SCEA)

Cutting Fluids

/4 Clearance c4 end reliefangle Cutting fluids are almost always used during
Axis Al- 1430 turning and boring operations to cool the tool and

to aid in chip disposal. Dry cutting is done in

FIGURE 3. NOMENCLATURE FOR SINSGLE-EJINT CUTTING only a very few instances, usually where chip con-

TOOLS tamination is objectionable. Dry cutting is not
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TABLE 7. TURNING TITANIUM ALLOYS WITH CAPBIDE TOOLS~a;

litanil;u Alloy Rouqh..Machitnin9_Fn__h_- - n _n._._.

Machincdt Ti-SAI-2.SSn Ti-6AI-4V Ti-13V-llUr-2A1 li-SAI-2.02n Ti-VAl-4V

Tool Material Type C-I Throwzway C-2 Brazed Type A; C-2 Throwaway C-2 Brazed Type B; C-2 Brazed Type A
Type SBT Throwaway Type Type SEW Throwaway Type or BI Throwaway's

TAP SBP TGP, SB0, TAP

Tool Angles, degrees
Back Rate +5 to -5 +5 to -5 -5 +5 to -5 0 to +10
Side Rake 0 to -6 +5 -5 +6 to -6 0 to +10
End Relief 5 to 10 8 to 10 5 5 to 10 6 to 8
Side Relief 5 to 10 8 to 10 5 5 to 10 6 to 8
End-Cutting Edge 6 to 10 5 to 10 45 6 to 15 5 to 10
Side-Cutting Edge 5 to 20 0 to 45 45 5 to 20 0 to 30

Tool Nose Radius,
Inch 0.03-0.045 0.03-0.04 1/32 0.03-0.045 0.06-0.10

Feed, ipr 0.015 0.003-0.015 0.0075 0.006-0.015 0.002-0.006

Depth of Cut, inch 0.10-0.25 0.060-0.20 0.10 0.03-0.10 0.001-0.030

Speed, fpm
Annealed Alloys 100-120 70-150 130-200 150-350
Aged Alloys .... 100 ...

Cutting Fluids < -------------See text ---------- > Barium < ------------ See text ------------ >
Hydroxide
(0% solu-
tion)

(a) From References 1 to 7 inclusive, see page 11 for listing.

TABLE 8. TURNING TITANIUM WITH HIGH-SPEED STEEL TOOLS(a)

Rough Machining Finish Machining
Titanium Alloy Machined: TI-5AI-2.SSn Ti-6AI-4V Ti-5A1-2.5Sn Ti-6A0-4V Ti-13V-00Cr-3A1

Tool Material, AISI Type T5,T15 T5 T5,T15 T5 TI5

Tool Angles, degrees
Back Rake 0 to +5 +6 to +lC 0 to +5 +5 to +15 C
Side Rake +5 to +15 0 to +15 +5 to +15 +10 to +20 +5
End Relief 5 to 7 6 to 10 5 to 7 5 to 8 5
Side Relief 5 to 7 6 to 10 5 to 7 5 to 8 5
End-Cutting Edge 5 to 7 5 to 15 5 to 6 5 to 15 15
Side-Cutting Edge +15 to +20 0 to 45 10 to 20 0 to 30 15

Tool Nose Radius, inch 0.02-0.03 0.03-0.04 0.02-0.03 0.01-0.06 0.03

Feed, ipr 0.015-0.050 0.003-0.015 0.008 0.002-0.006 0.008-0.010

Depth of Cut, Inch 0.10-0.25 0.06-0.20 0.060 0.001-0.030 0.015-0.10

Speed, fpm
Annealed Alloys 30 35-70 30-60 50-100 30-40
Aged Alloys ........ 20-25

Cutting Fluids < ------------------------------ See text -------------------------- > Barium hydroxide
(5% solution)

(a) From References I to 7 inclusive, see page 11 for listing.

recommended for semifinishing and finishing opera- Control and Inspection
tions on titanium.

When setting up a turning operation, the work
Water-base coolants are the most satisfactory should be firmly chucked in the collet of the spin-

cutting fluids used for turning titanium. Speci- dle and supported by the tail stock using a live
fically, a 5 percent solution of sodium nitrite in center. The tool should be set to cut on dead
water gives the besL results, while a 1:20 soluble center.
oil in water emulsion Is second best. Sulfurized During machining, chips should be expelhcd
oils may be used, but precautions most be taken to from tKe work area as promptly as possible, parti-
avoid possible fires. A full, steady flow of cut- cularly during boring. Chips lying on the surface
ting fluid should be maintained at the cutting sito. tend to produce chatter and poor surface finishes.
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The tool should be examined frequently for or smebred holes are the probable results, with sub-

nicks or worn flanks. These defects pror:ote galling srluent tap breakage if the holes are to be threaded.
increase cutting t'rmperature, accelerate tool we-r,
and Increase residual stresses In the machined sur- These problems can be minized by
face.

Using short, sharp drills
Arbitrary tool-changing schedules are desira- sing cutti flut

ble. Usually this means replacing carbide tools Supplying cutting fluid t- the cutting
after 0.015-inch woarlard in rough turning, and zone
0.010-inch wearland In finish turning. High-speed Employing low speeds and positive feeds
steel tools are replaced after a wearland of 0.030
inch Is developed. ?>.en periodic interruptions are Supplying solid support to the work-
made in a machinlnq oPeration, before the piece, especially on the exit side
wearland occurs, rerove any ^elded-on metal, nicks, of the dyilled hole w4here burrs

and crevices by honing. otherwise would form.

Finally, It may be necessary to stress relieve Drilling Requirements
all finish-machined parts. Machine Tools for Drilling

Data on speeds, feeds, and depth of cut for Machines for drilling operations are made Incarbide and high-speed steel tools are showrm in Mcle o rlfgoeain r aeI
carbides and high-speedsteele tmany different types and sizes. Size or capacityTables 7 and 8, respectively. Is generally expressed either In terms of the

Selected References on Turning largest diameter disk, the center of which Is to
be drilled, or in horsepower. Heavy-duty machines

(I) Flanagan, S. H., "Single Point Turning of Titan- are exceptions. They are specified as the distance
lum", Paper present&J at the American Society from the supporting column to the centerline of the
for Metals Titanium Conference, Los Angeles, chuck. The horsepower rating is that usually needed
California, March 25-29, 1957 (1958). to drill cast iron with the maximum drill diameter.Suitable sizes of machines for drilling titanium

(2) Hill, F. S., "Evaluation of Ceramic Tools for include:

Turning Titanium, >.,c~nel, and Mild Steel", Re-
port No. 6, Westing',ouse Electric Corporation, Upright Drill No. 3 or No. 4
Kansas City, Missouri (February 14, 1957). Upright Drill, Production: 21-inch,

heavy duty, 5 hp
(3) "Increased Production, Reduced Costs Through a

Better Understanding of the Machining Process Upright Drill, Production: 24-inch,
and Control of Materials, Tools, and lhachines", heavy duty, 7-1/2 hp
Volume IV, AMC-TR-50-7-532, Curtiss Wright Cor- Upright Drill, Production: 28-inch,
poratien, Woo<-RIdge, New Jersey, for the U. S. heavy duty, 10 hp.
Air Force unde %ontract AF 33(600)-35967
(May, 1960). Industry also has requirements for drilling

parts at assembly locations. These needs are ful-
(4) Stewart, I. J., "Machining Characteristics of filled by portable power-feed, air drilling machines.

Aged Titanium Alloy 13V-IlCr-3A1", Paper No. Modern units Incorporate positive mechanical-feed
505D presented at the National Aeronautics mechanisms, depth control, and automatic return.
Meeting of the Society of Automotive Engineers, Some are self-supporting, and self-indexing. Slow-
New York, New York, April 3-6, 1962. speed, high-torque drill motors are needed. Spindle

speeds between 230 and 550 rpm at 9C-pst air pressure(5) "Titanium Billets Turned with Increased Know-How", seem appropriate for high-speed drills, while speeds
Machinery, 67 (4), 141-144 (December, 1960). up to 1600 rpm have been used for carbide drills.

Thrusts between 320 and lCCO pounds are available on(6) Van Voast, J., "Increased Production Reduced some portable drilling machines.

Costs Through a Better Understanding of the Ma-

chining Process and Control of Materials, Tools, Typical air-feed drill units Include the Keller
and Machines", Volume Ila, Curtiss Wright Cor- Air Feed and Winslow Spacematic.
poration, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, for the U. S.
Air Force under Contract AF 33(038)-9948 (1954). Drills and Drill Design

(7) Zlatin, N., Field, M., and Gould, J., "Machining The choice of drills depends on the drilling
Of Refractory Materilas", Volume VIII, ASD-Th-ofefa tcutor Rese ate sals", VolumeVInII, CmDR- operation undertaken. A heavy-duty stub-type screw7-532a, Metcut Research Associates, Inci, CFn- machine drill is recomr-ended for drilling operations
contracti lAF 3 ), for the p.S.Ai r Fore under on workpieces other than sheet. For deep-hole drill-Contract AF 33(600)-42349, for the Period ing, oil feeding drills, or a series of short drillsAugust 1 to Gctober 31, 1962 (N4ovemer, 19Q•). or various lengths, may be employed in sequence.

Aircraft drills like NAS 907 Types B, D, and E, are
usually used on sheet metal.

Introduction
Drills having conventional drill geometry and

Titanium is difficult to drill by techni~ues speýial point grinds are used. This means a normal
considered conventional for other materials. The helix of around 29 degrees, just enough relief to
usual galling action of titaniumacce'ntuated ly prevent rubbing and pickup, a thinned wob to reduce
high cutting temperatures and r-es-ures. prod+ces drilling pressure, a correct point angle with its
rapid tool wear. Out-of-round holes, taperpd holes, apex held accurately to the centerline of the drill,
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and c'tting )Ips of the same slope and of equal Cutting Fluids
length. Special point grinds include crankshaft
no'ch-t;'pe drills, and split points with positive Drilling titanium usually requires the use of
rake notching. When thinning the web, be sure not cutting fluids. Although holes In single sheets
to alter the effective rake angle. vich thicknesses up to two times the drill diafreter

can be drilled dry; sulfurized oils, or sulfurized
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate typical nomencla- lanolin paste, are recomrendrd for low speeds and

ture for standard and NAS 9C7-type drills, for drills less than 1/4 inch in dia3eter. A good

Drill -laterials coolant like Foluble cul-water emulsions can be
used for th- higher drilling speeds. Cooling ac-

Conventional molybdenum-type high-speed steels tion appears to be more 'mportent than lubricity.
are usually used in production. Cobalt high-speed
steels can give up to 50 percent more tool life; A steady, full flow of fluid, externally ap-

however, their costs are 1-1/2 to 2 times higher plied at the cutting site, can be used, but the

than standard high-speed steels, use of a spray mist seems to give better tool life.
However, a two-diam-ter denth limit seemns to exist

Feeds for external applications. Hence, oil-feeding

The philosophy of drilling titanium is to keep drills work best for deep holes.

the drill cutting. Never allow the drill to ride in General Drilling Techniques and Inspection
the hole without cutz'ng metal. The best technique
is to utilize a positive mechanical feed. Even assem- Wnei starting a drilling operation, the drill
bly drilling of sheet should be done with portable shoild be up to speed as it advances toward the
power drills having positive feed arrangements. Hand work. Never start with a dull drill; and use a
drilling can be done, provided sufficient thrust can triangular centerpunch to mark the hole location
be applied to insure a heavy chip throughout drilling, on the part. Drill holes to size in one operation
Drilling Speeds whenever possible. Center drills, or u.ndersize

starting drills, are usually not recommended. The

Since the cutting zone is confined, drilling use of drill bushings is desirable for close-
requires low cutting speeds for minimum cutting tolerance holes.
temperatures. Speeds should remain constant through-
out the course of drilling. This means an "over- The margin of the drill should be examined
powered" drilling machine. Low-speed, high-torque periodically for smearing in order to prevent over-
drill motors should be used for portable power drills, sized holes. Also look for possible breakdowns

that might occur at the outer corner of the lips.
0#II Noinantture /An arbitrary drill replacement point should be

_Margin• established to prevent work and (rill spoilage.
b th~ Chips should be removed at periodic intervals
chaitl P~w~ unless the cutting fluid successfully flushes away

Ofts edge d- the chips.
@1gb~ ~We gADv~ N~
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When drillin3 holes more than one-di~rret(r Drilled holes will require reaming to meet the
Jeep, retract the drill once for each half diameter toleran';es of Class I holes, unless a bushing is
af drill advance to clear the flutes. Retract si- used lrmediately adjncent to the part. Drilled
rultaneously with the stop of the feed to minimize holes In sheet will probably require exit-side
Jwell. Re-engage drill quickly, but carefully, deburxing.
wikh the drill up to speed and under positive feed.

Operating data for drilling may be found
When drilling "throuqh holes" do not drill all in Table 9.

the way through on a continuous feed. Instead, re-
tract drill before breakthrough and flush the drill Selected Referenc-s on Dril1121
and hole to rerrove the chips. TPen return drill
uncer positive feed and drill through carefully (1) DiGregorlo, A. E., "Drilling Machines", Paper
avoiding any "feeJi surge" at breakthrough. No. 398, Volumer 62, Book I, American Society

of Tool and ?1anufacturing Engineers (1962).
All assembly drilling should be done using

portable, fixed-feed, jig-mounted drilling machines. (2) Gunter, J. L., "Determination of Adaptability
Hand drilling can be used, but the practical limit of Titanium Alloys: Volume Ill--Processes and
appears to be the No. 40 drill. Above this di- Parts Fabrication", AMC-TR-58-7-574, The Boeing
ameter, insufficient feed is the result with con- Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington, for the
sequent heat buildup and short drill life. Further- U. S. Air Force under Contract AF 33(600)-33765
more, the high axial thrust required to keep the (December 1, 1958), AD 156058.
irill cutting causes rapid operator fatigue.
Another problem with hand drilling is the combina- (3) Haggerty, W. A., "The Effect of Drill Symmetry
tion of high thrust and uncontrollable feed rate to on Performance", Paper No. 254, Volume 60,
Droduce "feed surge" at breakthrough--and possible Book 1, American Society of Tool and Manufactur-
fractured cutting lips on the drill. Ing Engineers

TABLE 9. DRILLING DATA FOR TITANIUM ALLOYS(a)

Type of Drilling General Drilling and Deep Holes Sheet Drilling

Machine tool Radial drilling machine Air-feed drill units
Upright drilling machine Air-feed-oll check drIll units

Type high-speed steel drills M7, MIC, P33, M04 Ml, M3 Type 2, M.0, M36
(AISI designations) T4, T5 T4, T5

Drill types Standard twist drills NAS 907 aircraft drills(b)

Drill Geometry:
Helix angle, degrees 29 25 to 28
Clearance angle, degrees 7 to 12 10 to 18
Point angle, degrees 118 or 135 135
Aeb(9) ? Thin web one-half
Type point Crankshaft or split point Split point

D•iiial4JŽDta - Feed. inr
Drilling Diameter, inch

<1/8 0.0015 x
1/8 - 1/4 0.002-0.005 0.002-0.C05
1/4 - 1/2 0.004-C.009 0.002-0.009

Drilling Data - Speed. fpm(c)

Alloy and Condition
Unalloyed Titanium 40 to 80 40
Ti-8AI-IMo-lV, annealed x 40
Ti-6A1-4V, annealed 30 to 40 30
Ti-6A1-4V, aged 20 to 30 25
Ti-4A1-3Mo-IV, annealed x 25
Ti-4A1-3Mo-IV, aged x 20
TI-13V-llCr-1A1, anr~aled 20 to 30 x
TI-13V-llCr-3A1, aged 15 to 20 x

Cutting Flulds:(d) Sulfurized oils (flood applied) Sulfurized oils (flood applied)
Sulfurized lanolin paste Water-soluble types
Water-soluble types (spray mist) Dry (single sheets only)

(a) From References I to 13 Inclusive, see pages 13 and 14 for listngj.
(b) For hand drilling - NAS 907 Type D with P-3 point arni lip rate reduced to zero. For fixed-feed drill-

ing - NAS 907 Typo B with P-3 point and lip rate reduced to zero. For fixed-feed drilling - NA' 907 Type
E with P-2 point (dry).

(c) Use reduced speeds for deep holes.
(d) Sulf.rized oils or sulfurized lanolin paste are recommended for low speeds and for drills less than 1/4

Inch in diameter; water-soluble ccolants can he used for higher speeds. Holes in single sheets up to

two times the drill diameter can be drilled dry. Oil-ffedini drills for deep holes.
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.4) "Increased Production Reduced Costs Through a Tapping difficulties can be minimized .y re-

Better Understanding of the Machining Process ducing thi thread requirements to 55 to 65 prcent
s.ad Control of Vaterials, Tools, and Machines", full thread,* 3nd then tanping the few-st threads
Volume Ii, AM'C-TR-60-7-532, Curtiss Wright that the design will allow. EVsigners should also
Corporation, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, 'or the avoid specifying blind holes or through holes of
U. S. Air Force under Contract AF 33(600)- excessive lengths. In both cases, the chips are
35967 (May, 1960). confined and can cause rough threads and broken taps.

Some relaxation in class-of-fit tolerances also
5) Langlois, A. P., Murphy, J. F., and Green, sholId be considered.

E. D., "Titanium Development Program Volume
III", ASD-TR-61-7-576, General Dynamics Cor- The tapping opnraticn, itself, reuilres
poration, Convair Division, San Diego, sharp taps of modified conventional design, low
California, for the U. S. Air Force under tapping speeds, and an effective tapping lubricant.
Contract AF 33(600)-34876 (May, 1961).

Tapping RiireIreents
6) Mathewson, C. and Janz, F. A., "Tips on Machin-

ing Titanium", American MachinIst/,etal~nrkIng Tapping N'a=hIries
Manufacturing, 105 (14), 83-84 (July, 1961).

A lead screw tapping machine is recommended to
7) Meany, W. J., anj Morehouse, D., "Developing insure proper lead, a regulated torque, -and a uni-

a Fast Method for Drilling and Tapping Titan- form hole size. Lead sczew tapping heads shýould be
ium", Light Metal Age, 17 (9,10), 12-13, 18 equipped with friction clutches. The clutch should
(October, 1959). prevent tap breakage when galling occurs, since a

very small amount of smear may result in irmrediate
.8) "Milling, Drilling, and Tapping the Difficult tap breakage.

to Machine Materials", Metal Cutting Tool
Institute, New York, New York (1958). Tapping machines should be rigid, accurate,

and sensitive. Machine tapping, unless done on a
'9) Myers, D. E., "DOD High-Strength Titanium Al- sensitive machine, can result in excessive tap

loy Sheet Research Program", Report No. breakage and poor-quality work.
NA57H-527-10, North American Aviation, Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio, for the U. S. Navy under Setup Conditions
Contract NOas 57-785d (January 28, 1960),
AD 233295. The setup conditions iFor tapping should close-

ly parallel those for drilling. Hand tapping lacks
LO) Phillips, J. L., "Cutter Geometry, 8-1-1 Ti- the required rigidity and is extremely slow and

tanium", SAE National Aeronautic and Space difficult.
Engineering and Marýfacturing Meeting. Los
Angeles, California, CctoLer 6, 1964 (pub- Taps anJ Tar D-slin
lished by The Boeing Ccmpany).

Gun taps have been used successfully. Chip
11) Stewart, I. J., "Machining C&aracteristics of driving spiral point taps with interrupted threads

Aged Titanium Alloy 13V-llCr-3A1", Paper No. and full eccentric relief also have been success-
505D, National Aeronautics Meeting of the ful. Taps should te precision ground and stress
Society of Automotive Engineers, New York, relieved. Two-fluted taps are usually usel for
New York, April 3-6, 1962. 5/16-24 holes -ir unj er, Ahile three-flutel t-ips

are best for 3/E 16 holes and greater, and for
12) Van Voast, J., "Increased Production Reduced other tapping situations. Taps with 2 flutes

Costs Through a Better Understanding of the normally do not give the support the three-fluted
Machining Process and Control of Materials, taps provide.
Tools, and Machines", Volume III, Curtiss
Wright Corporatlon, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, If rulbing is encountered during tapping, it
for the U. S. Air Force under Contract may be decreased by:
AF 33(038)-9948 (1954).

Using Interrupted threads witn alternate,
13) Zlatin, N., Field, M., and Gould, J., "Machin- teeth missing

ing of Refractory Materials", Volume VIII,
ASD-TR-7-532a, Metcut Research Associates, Inc., Grinding away the trailing edge of the
Cincinnati, Ohio, for the U. S. Air Force tap
unner Contract AF 33(600)-42349, for the Grindin9 axial grooves in the thread
period August 1 to October 31, 1962 (Novem- crests along the full lngth thr e

ber, 1962). lands

Employir,g elther Ž:'centric or concentric
Tapping Pp-retions thread helef.

ntroduction Taps should *avy. tool an-ii's suitable for
titanium. This usually mean;:

Tapping titanium is a difficult operation.

he limited chip flow Inherent in taps, and the A spiral point a'.il1 a. ,,no: to
evere galling action of titanium can result in allow chip flow o,;t of the hol,. ahead
oor threads, Improper fits, excessive tap seiz- of the tap
res, and broken taps. Titanium also tends to
hrink on the tap at the completion of the cut. *Sore companies, however, have s-,ncssfilly tapped

7ý, percent thr- als.



A relief angle large enough to prevent Qnd much lower speeds than commercially pure titan-selzurv but not so large as to cause fum.
jamming when backing out the tap.
An eccentric pitch-diamoter relief
also can be used successfully 10. TAPPM DATA F re TITA NIU M

Sufficient cutting rake to provide agood shearing action Type High-Speed Steel ATiS!-TI. At-,l-ki_ , .L 2-t'1•

Typ Holei, T-pp s __o__hIl
A chamfer of around 3 threads to provide

a small depth of cut. A shorter chamfer IalI Depth, tap dia'~t~rt One or leUi G13 Onm or I Ro "lresults in high torque an! possible tap Tytm Tap Ui. -3 gun Spiral Plugor P 0gas.breakage. A long chamfer produces long, 1,, Fl•,t
stringy chips which may jam the tap dur- For ,1,4 rup anid s,.ller 2 3 4 4Ing back-out operations. However, a For 3/8-16 tap and greoupr 3 or 4 4 4 4
plug chamfer gun tap can b& used for chm,,fIr nuoer of thread Plug 2-A/•-3 ..
shallow holes (holes less than one tap Tool Angles. degre1s
diameter deep). Spiral point vcl-Spiral ang~le -- IlC -....

Relief antle - 2 to 4 ..
Figure 6 illustrates the tap nomenclature referred cuttir,n rake angle Standard 6 to iC ..
to above. 

Tapping Spoerl, fpm
Unalloyed tltani m -- 40 tC ..
Titaniu- alloys ,c-7c ....
Ti-6Al-4V, annealed lC- •" ..
Ti-6Al-al, i9.i -5- 0 ....
T1-80A -IVo-IV, 4nnra ,l A I-12 VC-112 ..

Stra t;h T-1341Ir-3Yo, anneate' -- 6-IC -- --
ruttin (a Ti-I3V-llC r-3vo, i " 5-1 ....

Cutting Flu -is or < .............. ;ee ,' --------------- >Tapping Co~po1a---s

Ra.e angle (a) Fiom RIfez,ýn., s I to 7 inr i,-j1 ,1 . , fr lst ,
(b) t e no K2 rarnarz r u',, 'O;e l UP t Oirt to start t a , and

thtn use bottol tap to chase tIetals.

Cuttinq Fluids
curve 9cu.ttin f",H The selection of cutting oils and compounds

is extremely important because of the susceptibility
of taps to seizure.

r•'" r• Lhd- The? paste-type cutting compounds usuallyHa!give the best results, wNile a heavily sulfurized

mineral oil is the next best.

Sulfurized oil, flood applied, Is also satis-6 tting Me factory for tapping titanium. Soluble oils, however,are usu.lly considered most satisfactory.

General Tapoing Techniques and InspectionPICTUR 6. TAP NOVECLATUJP48 sn seto

As i first requirement, holes for tapping
Surface treatments of the tap contribute to should haje been produced by sharp drills operatingsuccessful tapping by reducing galling and I, :reas- under proper drlilling conditions. Dull drills pro-Ing resistance to abrasion. Nitriding, oxide coat- duce surface-hardened holes whic. will magnifyIng, or chromium plating have bUen used successfully, tapping difficulties. Sharp, clean taps must be

used at low tapping speeds with recommended tappingTap Materials compounds and undhr rigid tool-work setups. A
stiff nylon brush pressed against the top of theHigh-speed steel taps are used, AISI-T1 for return stroke will help to remove chips and hastapping commercially pure titanium and AISI-MIO for been reported to increase tap life by at least 50titanium alloys. percent.

Size of Cut Reauirements Where holes reqvire complete threads close to
the bottom of the hole, a series of two or threeThe size of cut Is determined by the chamfer taps with successively shorter chamfers may be re-given the tap. The chamfer which produces small quired.

chips without jamming the tap during the backing-out
phase should be used. Taps should be inspected carefully after use

on six holes for possible smearing of lands. TheseTappin9-Speed Requirements smears may be hard to see, but if present, can cause
premature tap breakagp and oversired holes. TheIt is important to limit the tapping speeds tD workplace also should he inspected for possiblethose shown in Table 10, as cutting torque increases torn threads and dimensional discrepancies. Itextremely rapidly beyond a certain threshhold speed. should Le remumrered that mist tapping is done on
parts which are 80 to 90 percent finished; hence,

The high-strength titanium alloys require low- scrap from tapping operations can be very costly.er tapping sp'eds than the lower strength alloys,
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Selected References on Tapoln2 Loading, a phenomenon by which a metal being
ground is deposited on or between fhe abrssive

(1) "Increased Production Reduced Costs Through a grains, or both, can cccur w ether th, wheel ts
Detter Understinding of the Machining Process sharp or dull, although diling will Intensify the
end Control of Materials, Tocls, and Machines", loading process. As loading continies, the grind-
Volume IV, AkC-TR-60-7-532, Curtiss hight Cor- ing action decreases until burnishing occurs. Then
poration, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, for the U. S. the grinding temperature rises =n1 causes high
Air Force under Contract 33(600)-31967 (May, residual tensile stresses in the ground surface and
1960). generally an unsatisfactory surface finish.

(2) Mathewson, C., and Janz, F. A., "Tips on Machin- Titanium can crack when ground under the con-
Ing Titanium", American Machinist/Metalworking ditions normally used for production steels. Under
Manufacturing, 105 (14), 83-04 (July, 1961). proper grinding conditions for titanium, howpWor,

grinding cracks are no longer the problem the' 4
(3) Meany, W. J., and Morehouse, D., "Developing a when alloys were not of the present high q;al

Fast Mathod for Drilling and Tapping Titanium", Also, when etching solutions that contain hydro-
Light Metal Age, 17 (9,10), 12-43, 18 (October, fluoric acid In the presence of Insufficient nitric
1959). acid are used to reveal cracks, they may cause

cracks to forn if sufficiently high tensile stresses
(4) "Milling, DTriing and Tapping the Difficult to are present Initially in the surface.

Machine Materials", Metal Cutting Tool Institute,
New York, New York (1958). Smearing is sometimes noticed on ground titan-

ium surfaces. Wheel loading is the primary cause
(5) Phillips, A. L., "Cutter Geometry, 8-1-1 Titan- although setup rigidity, whpe-l speed, and wheel

lum", SAE National Aeronautics and Space En- characteristics all contribute.
gineering and Manufacturing Meeting, Los knre-
les, California, October 6, 1964 (Published by Grinding difficulties can be minimized by em-
The Boeing Company). ploying the proper type wheels at low whepl speeds

and feeds, and by flooding the grinding area with
(6) Stewart, I. J., "Machining Characteristics of inhibitor or purging types of cutting fluids. Grind-

Aged Titanium Alloy 13V-11Cr-3A1", Paper No. ing temperatures must be kept low to keep stresses
505D, National Aeronautics Meeting of the icw.
Society of Automotive Engineers, New York, New
York, April 3-6, 1962. If a choice of finish-TachIning Tetiods exists,

serious considerations should be given to turnlng,
(7) "Tapping 8-1-1 Titanium", Report No. MDR2- boring, or milling operations :ather than grinding.

22265, The Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington These operation require less t!me than does grind-
(April 1, 1964). ing and give excellent surface finishes.

(9) Zlatin, N., Field, M., and Gould, J., "Machining Grinding eqgirpments
of Refractory Materials', Volume VIII, ASD-TR-
7-532a, Metcut Research Associates, Inc., Cln- Titanium and titanium alloys have similar
cinnpti, Ohio, for the U. S. Air Force under grinding characteristics except that the former may
Contract AF 33(600)-42349, for the period give a little better wheel life. In both cases,
August 1 to October 31, 1962 (November, 1962). there is a very limited operating rangel hence,

care must be taken to establish rather precise
GRIflING TITANIUM grinding conditions.

Precision Wheel Grinding Equipment and Setnp

Introduction The following recomemendations are suggested in
order to provide the good grinding conditions needed

Titanium and its alloys can be ground at about for titanium:
the same rate as hardened high-speed steels and die
steels. Moderately light cuts are recommend.d, and High-quality grindprs with variable-spPed
periodic dressings are required to keep the mheel in spindles
proper condition. Excessive wheel loading leads to Rigid setu of work and wheel
poor grinding action and causes poor surface finish, g
high residual tensile stresses, and low grinding Rigid mechanical holding fixtures
ratios. Arbors for Pxterra! ?rInding

Wheel wear can occur by attrition, which causes Oxidized machine centers to prevent galling
flat spots on individual grains; by grain fractures, of small parts
which expose new and sharp cuttlng points and edges; Backing whenever necossary to cvprcome
and by bond fracture, which causes abrasive grains deflection of the work.
to leave the wheel Individually or in clusters.
These phenomena occur regardless of the material
ground, and the relative amount of each contriLuting Selection of GrIn!inu W4-.ls
factor depends on grinding conditions and the mater-
ial itself. Wear by the attrition that is associa- Wheel gradrs tvould bt chospn n0.lnn the follow-
ted with titanium's chemical reactivity toward abra- Ing suggpstions as q• ds:
sives becomes excessive only when titanium is
ground improperly.



The largest piactical diameter nnd width Grinding-Cr.eed hecirermont•
of whoel Should be used

GrIts should pos.ess the characteri stics Wh el speeds of 4000 sfpm are u<e'd with
ofGprit sog ldssiv e s l t he cha aracheipp ing sil con carbide wheels and sulfochlorinated oils tc
of progressive intergranulvr chba ping produce a good corrbination of surface finish and
as flat spots develo~cd by attrition dimensional tolerance with relatively low residual

The abrasive grain shoulJ be of optimum stresses.
size; smaller sizes allow whole grains
to leave the wheel prematurely, result- Lowest residual stresses in a grend titan-
Ing ir, higher wheel wear It'• :-.rface are produced at low wheel speeds (180

sfpm) using aluminum oxide grinding wheels and rustUse the hardest wheel that will not cause ihbtrtp utn lis

burning or smearing inhibitor-type cutting fluids.

Vitrified materials are test In that they Grinding Fluids
are more porous, permit tette.r swarf
clearance, and result in grinding at The selection of a gr!nding fluid is very
lower temperatures. important since the application involves not only

cooling but also inhibiting the surface action be-

Table )I contains data on the above infornatior tween titanium and the abrasive wheel. Titanium an
and can be used when ordering grinding wheels, its alloys should never be ground dry. Dry grinding

results In excessive residual stresses in the groun,
Grinding I'feels Used part in addition to the fire hazard that Is present

from dry titanium metal dust.
Silicon carbide wheels seem to be preferred

for producing the best surface finish. On the Water alone is not suitable, and ordinary
other hand, aluminum oxide may give lowest residual soluble oil~s do not produce good grinding ratios,
stresses in the workpiece because they are used at although they do reduce the fire hazard of grinding
lower speeds. (See Table 12 for suitable grinding fluids.)

Downfeed Requirements Fluids should be filtered to remove grit and
prevent "fish tail" marks on finished surfaces.

In contrast to other metal-cutting rnothods for Fluids should be changed more ofttn than is custo-
titanium, light feeds are required for all abrasive- mary when grinding steel.
wheel operations to produce parts with low residual
stresses. Downfeeds of 0.0005 to 0.0010 ipp are not
unusual.

TABLE 11. CHART OF MARKPnGS ON GR!DII W.;EFI.S

A rasive
S.7.!ol Isa) Grit Size

Silicon Aluminuni Very Grain Wheel Grade Structure Manufacturer'

Carbide Oxide Coarse Med. Fine Fine Combination Soft Med. Hard Dense Med. Open Bond Types Symbols

5C A 10 A 0 -V=-vitrified Modificttlor

6C 2A 12 36 90 240 1 Coarse B 1 5 9 R=-rubber of bond b)

CA 97A 14 46 100 290 2 j C 2 6 10 Bmreslnoid

C2A 4A 16 54 120 320 3 D 1 3 7 11 E=shellac See manufac-
C40. 9A 20 60 150 400 4 E .7 4 8 12 Xt7metal turer's

7C 24 70 180 500 5 F K 13 S=silicate brochures
30 80 220 600 6 1 G L Q 14

7 Fine 4 M R 15
N S 16
0 T
p ii

V
WX
Y

A tyIcal -
mark irnj 2A 60 - K 6 VL

sequense

Description of Various Grades of Silicon Carbide and Aluminum Oxide Abrasives(a)

C - Silicon Carbide A - A ~u-!num Oxide

5C - Green Silicon Carbide A - Tough Aluminum Oxide
6C - Black Silicon Ca7bide 2A - Semlfriable
CA Mixed Aluminum 97A) Friable
C2A) oxide and 4A F

C4A Silicon Carbi'e 9A - Very Friable (tite)
7C - Mixed Silicon Carbide

T  
, -Cin.ir ,nati milling Machine Company nomenclature. Consult ether manufacturers for competitive des0 natlons.

(b) Some manufacturers also add a numrer designating %hether .he wheel grade is either exact, I/3 Gofter, or 1/3 harder

than the better grade indicated (K in the extmple shown).
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TABLE 12. PRECISION GR1Z;?r, OF TITkNi(Ud AD !TS ALLOYS Some ground parts must be stress relleved by

__heat treatment prior tc final Inspectirtn. A co-znon
Abrasiv; stress relief is to heat the part at 1000 F for 1
Materlo ,(a) Silicon Carbile Aluvinuv Cxide hour in a neutral atmosph,.re to avo!d contamination.
Abrasive
Typsi; Resular. green SpeýIal Fristle. vIre Data on speeds and feeds for b,)th silicon car-
Grit size, Medlum(U-9•) Mol= (6Co-e¢) bide and aluminum oxide grinding wheels are showm
*eel Grade in Table 12.
(Hardness)v Medliu (J-K-L-M) Medium (K-L-M)

Structuret Medium (8) .djiur (8) Selepted References on Phcnision GrIndIng
Bod,.(b) Vitrified (V', Vitrified iV) (1) Clorite, P. A., aind Reed, E. C., "Influence of
Operation:(i) Rteughing ili•iu!ng Roughing Finishing Varioua Grinding Corditions Upon kesidual

Dowin Feed, Stresses in TltAi,.m, Aerican Society of
ipps 0.001 C.>0c.0 ,o.001 0.XoC5 o.0') Mechanical Engineers, Trans. ASME, 1. (1) (1958).

Feed Cross Feed, 0.062 ( 
0
'

0
C()5 C.05 C.10 C.05

incht C.Ot : O.02".)

Table, (2) Gunter, J. L., "Determination of Adaptability of
Ipm 300-500 3co-'o0C X10-Y0 30c-5rc Titanium Alioys: Volume lll--Processes and Parts

Speeds ,eel, Fabrication", Final Report AMC-TR-58-7-574, The
sfprt 2W00-4cC 250C-4CC.0 18c0-2000 l3cC-20cco Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington, for

Highly chlorinated Rust-inhititor typos(g) the U. S. Air Force under Contract AF 33(600)-
oils or sulfochiori- present no fire hazardg 33765 (December 1, 1958), AD 156058.
noted oils (do not oils used for sillcon

Grinding Flu!!s: dilute,; possitle cartlde wheels also have
fire hazardl tence been used with very- lit- (3) "Increased Production, Reduced Costs Through a
flood the work tle fire hazard, since Better Undezstanding of the Machining Process

the low speecs involved and Control of Materials, Tools, and Pachines",

generate very little
sparking and oil tist Volume IV, AC-Tn-60-7-532, Curtiss Wright Cor-

poration, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, for the U. S.
(a) Equipment consiJerstions are rrimary In a-raslve selection. If Air Force under Contract AF 33(600)-35967 (May,

only conventioral speeos are a..ailarle, then generally lijr1960)
oxide Is not reco.'vrJed; if low speeds are availl.at , then 1960).
alum.inum oxide is $•perior.

(b) ;Particular modification of vitrified bcnd does not seem to mat- (4) Stewart, I J., "Machining Characteristics of
ter with titanium.

(c) Type wheels which have been used Include 1'CPC-L6V and 32AiC- Aged Titanium Alloy 13V-l lCr-3A1", Paper No.
LSVBh. 505D, National Aeronautics Meeting of the

(d) For surface finishes better than 2'. microinches rns, the down- Society of Automotive Engineers, New York, New
feed should be less than C.COC2 Ipp on the last pass.

(eo The last 0.001 Inch should te retToved in stee not to exceed York, April 3-6, 1962.
0.0005 Ipp. The final two passes snould te at zero depth.

(f) Recomnended for B-12C'CA using green silicon-carbide wheels. (5) Van Voast, J., "Increased Production Rec-red
(g) 10:1 and 2C,1 concentration of potassnum nitrite have been usei. Costs Through a Better Understanding of the

The operating ad'antaios of the latt~r arpear to offset the
slight Increase of grnind•d, efficiency of the former. Machining Process and Control of Mater;als, Tools,

and Machines", Volume 1lia, Curtiss Wright Cor-
poration, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, for the U. S.

Grinding Techniques and Inspection Air Forue under Contract AF 33(038)-9948 (1954).

should be supervised and (6) Zlatin, N., Field, M., and Gould, J., Machining
Gontrnedi oerycat y Tof Refractory Materials", Volume VIII ASD-TR-7-

controlled very carefully. The recowended proce- 532a, Yetcut Research Associates, Inc., Cincinnati,
dures should be followed without substitution. Ohio, for the U. S. Air Force under Contract

AF 33(600)-42439, for the period August I to
When the grinding procedure used is question- October 31, 1962 (November, 1962).

able, quick checks to indicate possible surface

cracking can be made by dye and fluorescent pene- Abrasive Felt Grilndini
trants or etching to indicate surface cracking.
However, none of these tests will indicate surface Introduction
damage which does not involve cracking.

An unusual corbination of chemical and physical
When a 1-minute etch with 10 percent HF is poete ae iaimrr ifcl ogidwt

used to reveal cracks, care must be taken. Improper properties makes thtanium more difficult to grind with

etchingabrasive belts than most comon mtals. The surface
ecrackshin ce trertfe s alr ethng s euon danmcaged bof titanium may become hardened by reaction with oxy-cracks, since surfaces already may be damaged by gnadntoe nara h ihtmeaue x

residual tensile stresses too small to cause cracks gen and nitrogen In air at the high temperatures ex-
Initilly.perienced In grinding. At the same time, the metal

initially, tends to weld to the abrasive grains of the belt.

Each operetion should be inspected to insure The ultimate result is poor belt life--either through
that it Is pecrformed with due regard for the safety an accelerated fracture rate of the abrasive grains
ofthatei performed witedue ror through rapid dulling as the cutting edges be-
of the peosonnel involved, come "capped" with titanium. "Capped" grains func-

tion as flat bearing areas which slide over the ti-Wheels used to yrind titanium and its alloys tanium surface, creating additional frictional heat

must be dressed more frequently than those used to wium ace, creating additional frttin al hes

grind steels because of the tendency cf titanium to without accomplishing ac-,y useful cutting. Thisgrin stelsbecase f te tedeny o titniu to characteristic, combined with the low thermal con-

load the wheel . This causes higher temperatures at dactiv titanium r hen lo cses u onn
ductivity of titaniu.r, frr~qoently causes .-urning

the w1heel-metal interfac,, th:js tending to produce of the ground surfaces.
surface cracks and In some cases to burn the metal.
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Successful gr!nding of titanium eith abrasive Proper choice of contact wheels is also Impor-

belts dppnds on minimizing the oxygen and nitrogen tant in belt grinding. These wfheels support the
reaction and also the tendency for wnrdin,]. Doth belt, and hence, gove'n the action and effective
car bL- Accomplishod by loaering the t ureture at penetration of the abrasive grains during the grind-
the grinding point through adequate ccrling tnd by ing operation. In's action hae been termed "aggres-
ucilyl a grinding fluid vhich will inhibit the chem- siveness"--or the ability of the wheel to make the
Ical reaction betweŽen the abrasive and titanium, belt cut.
Successful grinCing also requires controlled "frac-
ture wear" of the abrasive grit in order to supply There are two types of contact wheels in use;
constant sources of fresh cutting edges during plain faced and serrated. A plain-faced wheel puts
grinding. This can be promoted through the proper all the abrasive wear on one plane and produces a
choice and corbination of abrasive matcriils, grit flat ground surface. A serrated contact wheel has
size, contact wheel, belt speed, and wo)rk fecd. a series of lands and grooves angled across the

wheel. This arrangemont gives the unique effect of
Titanium sheet can be belt ground to close "sharpening" the mineral grains as they undulate

dimensional tolerances. FicIt grindcrs have pro- over the face of the heel*. The xelationship be-
duced flat surfaces with only O.C04-inch maximlum tween the lands and the grooves--and the angle at
deviation over areas up to 36 by 36 inches. The which they cross the face of the wheel--dtermines
cost of grinding titanium is estimated to be 6 to to a great extent the cutting rate of the wheel.
10 times that for stainless steel.

Flolrn-•ad wheels are normally used for titan-
General Grinij,,' Recommenoations lum when unit pressures are high -nough to foster

the necessary breakdown of abrasive material for
Equipment and Setuo best grinding action. They usually produce a better

surface finish than do most serrated wheels. They
The carrier-type machine is usually used in minimize extreme shelling* or mineral loss problems.

the abrasive belt grinding of sheet. The work is They also permit off-hand grinding and polishing of
held on a table that oscillates back ýnd forth curved and contoured parts.
under the grinding belt. A Billy-roll directly
under the contact roll maintains the pressure The contact wheel should be small in diameter
between the work and the belt. and as hard as practicable. This combination pro-

vides almost a line contact, and hence, a high unit
Machine rigidity is important for achieving pressure between the abrasive grits and the work.

close dimensional tolerances.
Suitable contact-wheel materials for titanium

Selection of Abrasive Belts and Contact Nheels Include rubber, plastic, or metal. Rubber is usual-
ly recomnendod because metal contact wheels show

Aurasive size, belt backing, and type of bond little significant increase in stock removal and
are important factors to consider when choosing an grinding rato at the price of considerable noise,
abrasive belt. vibration, poorer surfaces, and higher power con-

sumption.
Roughing and spotting operations are normally

carried out on belts coated with medium- or fine- Rubber contact wheels are available in various
grain abrasives (40 to 80 grlt): Grit 6C Is slightly degrees of hardness, measured in terms of durometer
superior to Grits 40 and 60. Extra-fine-grain abra- units. These values may range from 10 (sponge rub-
sives (Grits 120 and 220) are used for finish belt- ber) to about 100 (rock hard). The softest rubber
grinding operations. (other than sponge) has a value of 20. The harder

the contact wheel, the faster an abrasive belt will
Three types of belt backings are used for abra- cut and the coarser the surface finish becomes.

sive belt grinding titanium. They Include paper- Softer wheels produce better surface finishes. How-
backed, cloth-backed, and fully waterproof cloth- ever, even soft wheels become effectively harder as
backed belts, spindle speeds increase, and they present more sup-

port to the belt. Softer rubber wheels can be used
Paper-backed belts, used dry or with a suita- for blending and for spotting operations to remove

ble grinding oil, can be used for some flat sheet isolated defects.
work. Cloth-backed belts are used when a more rugged
backing is needed. Fully waterproof cloth-backed The best contact wheel is one which is firm
belts are necessary when water-base grinding fluids enough to give restricted contact and good penetra-
are used. tion by the grit hut r-silient enouqh to eliminate

shelling failure of the belt at the highest feasible
All belts are usually manufactured to close load.

tolerances on thickness to permit grinding to pre-
cise dimensions. Feed-Pressure Requirements

Synthetic resin bonds provide maximum durabil- The correct feed should allow the necessary
Ity for belts used on titanium. They are available "fracture wear" of the grains, proper "shelling" of
on either a waterproof or nonwaterproof backing. the belt, and effective grain penetration for an

economical rate of cut. Under these conditions,
Abrasive Belt Materials metal particles will not clog the belt, and the

continual formation of new cutting points on the
Coatings of silicon carbide give the best grains will permit uniform stock removal.

results under normal feeds. These belts must
possess a dr.nse texture Cclosed coat). Aluminum
poxies aransive belture (closed coat).nAluminum *Shelling is the tendency for the abrasive grains onvery heavy feeds are usdd the abrasive belt to loosen and flake off.
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Feeds should be held constant to give thq best Grinding Techniques and Insnoction
dimensional tolerances. When feed prcss!,res ire in-

creased, it may be advisable to use a so01ter contact The same Inspectioi procedures recommrnded
wheel, for wheel grinding apply also to belt grinding.

Feed pressures betvteen 81 and 120 psi have Table 13 sun arizes the mzrtinent data re-
boon ucý!!. dependir- -- the spee'- quired for the abrasive belt grinding of titanium

and its alloys.
Grind ln15edRqiert TAWt 13. ABFAD*, 8FL! GRIT? OF TITM41'Y ATC TTS ALLOYS

Speed is important to the rate of cutting, _rinl_ Ing,(Y xaion
belt life, and desired surface finish. Low belt s.:t csaramterlstica Spotting ml ho4n Icr Finishiny

speeds reduce temperatures at the grindinC point and
consequently retard oxidaticon and ,,elding bet,:nel AbTrsive Grit Site 4C to 8r, 12C,

the metal and abrasive grains. The tendency toward (1-111 t " (3/0 to 6/c)

surface scorchl-.g u.r marring by incandesc+�÷ -�b� bt backing E (popor) f (paer)
S..... X (cloth) X (cloth)

Is alto reduced. coating Texturt Closed() Clos

Bood Pesin an

The optimum speed to be chosen will depend on (Re

the contact wheel, grit size, and work thickness. Grinding Variaslee Spotting Roughing Finlhlnsi

Grit Site(cl 40, to SC 80 120 to 220(1-1,/2 to 1/8) 3/I0 to 6/0)
A definite correlation exists between optimum Speed, fpm 100e to luO 1500(0) to 220 150C(a) to 2/0C

grinding pressure and belt speed. Higher speeds re- Feed, psi 120 to 20 120 to 80

quire less pressure and vice versa. Depth of 120 to 80 0.t02
Depth of Cut, Inch -- 0.002 0.00•2

Grinding Fluids Table Speed, fpm -- 10 10

Grindini rlP jl NO Yet yes

Lubrication is a most significant factor in Type Ondl'g FlI!st,
For Paper Belts Heavily sulfurlzed chlorinated oil% ( ulash

abrasive belt grinding. Dry grinding, except for pointt 325 F or higher).

certain intermittent operations (blending, spotting For Cloth Pelts A 10 percent nltrlde &mine r.st Inhititor - wat-

etc.), is not recommended because of the fire haz- at soluti n or a t percent potassium nrtrlte
ard s a•lution. e)

Flfteen per~ent solutions of trlsodim or potss-

A grinding fluid should be used when taking slu phosetpate aso have t-en used.

continuous cuts over fairly large areas. It re- (a; Preferred.

duces grinding temperatures and quenches the in- (b) In finishing operationa with fine qrlt,, a light pressure Is remir-
ad to prevent shelling. A dull halt 'but cuttlng well' often pro-

tense sparking that occurs when titanium is ground. ducts a finer flnlsh thtn a new, sharp belt of the saoe grit.
Fine grits tend to fall by %helling at prossJres which coarser grits

will easily withstand.
Because of the extremely hot sparks formed by (d) Fee,! presslre Is Inversely proportional to sped..

titanium, only those grinding oils possessing high (e W hen uslrn potassltn nitrite, follow safety pr*e&stlons described
flash points (above 325 F) should be used. They previouslý.

should be applied close to the jrinding point for
rapid spark quenching. Selected References on Pelt Grin'in2

Chemically active organic lubricants may prove (1) Buhler, T. C., "The Machining and Grinding of
superior in finishing operations, provided the fire Titanium Hydrofoils", R-130, The Miami Ship-
hazard can be minimized. building Corporation, Miami, Florida, for the

U. S. Navy, Bureau of Ships under Contract
With waterproof belts, water-base fluids con- NObs 72245.

tamning certain inorganic compounds and rust inhibi-
tors give good results. They reduce the fire hazard (2) Cadwell, D. E., Welsbecker, H. L., and McDonald,

of titanium dust. Aqueous-solution lubricants seem W. J., "Grinding a Titanium Alloy With Coated
to give the best performance In grinding setups Abrasives", Paper No. 58-SA-44, American Society
where high loads are used (stock-removal operations). of Mechanical Engineers, Semi-Annual Meeting,

The following water-base fluids have been used: Detroit, Michigan, .,ne 15-19, 1958 (March 31,
1958).

Sodium nitrite (5 percent solution)
Potassium nitrite (5 percent solution) (3) Johnson, S. L., "The Performance of Coated Abra-

sives", Tooling and Production, 23 (10), 87-90
Sodium phosphate* (up to 12 percent solution) (January, 1958).

Potassium phosphate* (up to 30 percent soll,,ion,. (4) Seward, W. K., "Contact Wheels for Abrasive

Belts", American Machinist/Metalworking Manu-Soluble oil emulsions in water are normally fact,'irng, 107 (9), 63-65• (April 29, 1963).

poor grinding fluids for titanium out can be used --- L" "

where the alternative is to grind dry at speeds (5) Van Vuast, J., "Increased Production Reduced
greater than 1500 fpm. Costs Through a Better Understanding of the

GpMachining Process and Control of Materials,
Grinding fluids can be applied by spraying or Tools, and Machines", Volume ILIA, Curtiss

by belt-immersion techniques. Wright Corporation, Wood-Rldge, New Jersey, for

*The phosphate solutions are quite caustic aad are the U. S. Air Force under Contract AF 33(038)-

excellent paint removers. The more concentrated 9948 (1954).
solutions, however, are not much worse than the 5
percent solutions in these respects and are consid-
erably more effective as grinding lubricants.
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UNCONfVENY'IC:Y.!. L.C!iI line cleaning to re,.iove all dirt and grease. Where

scale, oxidation products, or other foreign materi-
Chemical-'illin2 \�_o t ons al are firmly attached to the surfaces, acid pickl-

ling or abrasive cleaning might be needed to pro-
Introduction duce a clean surface. Thorough rinsing followed by

drying completes the cleaning operation. Fallure
Chemical milling generally refers to the shap- to properly clean titanium surfaces will cause

ing, machining, fabrication, or blanking of metal masking difficulties and uneven attack of the
parts by controlled chemical dt:~ulution with suita- metal by the etchant solution.
ble chemical reagents cr etchants. The process is
somewhiat similar to the etching procedures that Masking
have been used for decades by photoengravers, ex-
cept that the ratos and d,.pths of metal removal are Masking for titanium alloyc involves the appli-
usuAll,/ mJ2 greater for chemical milling, cation of an acid-resistant coating to protrct those

part areas where no metal removal is desirrd. The
Much of the earlier work was carried out on mask is usually applied by either dip, spray, or

aluminum parts for the aircraft industry. It was flow-coating techniques. The particular method em-
found that chemical milling could save labor, ployed depends on part size and configuration.
time, and materials, and also provide Increased de- Vinyl polymers(l) are frequently user becau',e of
sign capability and flexibility in fabricating their ability to hold up well against the oxidizing
parts for advanced aircraft and space missiles and acids generally used in the titanium etchant solu-
vehicles. During the last 3 or 4 years, there has tions. Multiple crits (three or more) are usd to
been an increased amount of interest in utilization get sufficient mask thickness and good coverage. The
of chemical milling for the production of parts of mask coating is usually cured by baking at alout
titanium, and of high-strength, high-temperature 250-300 F for about 1 to 2 hours to improve its ai-
metals and alloys. Some of the technical informa- hesion, tensile, and chemical-resistancp properties.
tion on procedures, solutions, and techniques are
ofa,-prjpjejy nature, and have not been dis- Other desirable characteristics of a aoo! mask
closed. material are: (i) suitable for accurate pa*ttsrn

transfer on contours and complex configurations; itChemical milling is particularly useful for must maintain straight lines in the etched irsign,
removing metal from the surface of formed or complex- regardless of its complexity, (2) gord scribhing
shaped parts, from thin sections, and f.om large qualities, (3) easy removal after scribing to pre-
areas to shallow depths. The weight saving is es- sent clean surfaces for etching, and (4) good strip-
pecially important in aircraft and space vehicle ping after etching to yield clean surfac(ýs for pos-
design. Metal can be removed from an entire part, sible subsequent processing.
or else selective metal removal can be achieved by
etching the desired areas, while the other areas The patterns on the masked workplece art us ;a! -
are protected by a mask from chemical attack. Taper- ly applied by means of templates, follow-i 1,y serif-
Ing, step etching, and sizing of sheets or plates Ing and then manual peeling of the mask from the
can be done readily by ch-T!iaj milling. The amount areas to be etched. Mask ittrn' n A!-o b- ap-
of metal removed or depth of etch is dp+er'Ined by plied to metallic workpieces by silk-screen tcth-
the time of immersion in the etshing solutions. niques and by use of photosensitive resists. These

procedures are generally utilized on Jobs wherr, fine
Processing Procedures detail and shallow cuts are required.

The chemical-milling processing procedur? con- EtchinrA
sists of four general operations or steps, namulys
(I) cleaning (or surface preparation', (2) masking, A good chemical-milling solution should be
(3) chemical etching or dissolution, and (4) rinsing capable of removing metal at a pr•,determined ani
and stripping, or removal of the mask. The masking uniform rate, without adversely affecting dimen-
and etching operations are probably the most criti- sional tolerances and the mechanical properties of
cal for successful chemical-milling work, the workplece. Pitting, uneven attack of the work-

piece surface, or production of rough surfaceCleaning finishes, are all detrimental features of an etchant

system.
Cleaning of titanium alloy surfaccs is usual-

ly done by conventional methods, such as wiping with The more commonly used etchants for chemical
a solvent-dipped cloth, vapor deg•,easing, anr! alka- milling of titanium alloys are acueous solutions

*CHEM•MILL is the registered trademark of North containing: (1) hydrotluoric acid, (2) hydrofluoric
American Aviation, Inc., which has granted Turco acid-nitric acid mixtures, and (3) hydrofluoric
Products, Inc., Wilmington, California, the ex- acid-chromic acid mixtures. The exact solution
clusive right to sublicense other firms to use compositions used are proprietary. In addition to
the CHE,-MILL process. the main components given alove, the solutions

**"C~im.-Size* refers tc a proprtetary chermic~l d's- usually contain special additives to enhance their
solution process developed by Anadite, Inc., etching characteristics. The presencc of dissolved
South Gate, California, for improving the tol- titanium in etchant solutions also helps pprformance.
erances of as-rolled sheet and plate, ind of
parts after forming. Etchant solutions are usually circulated over

***MC~e-To" refers to the proprietary chemical dis- workpiece surface in order to piomote uniform disso-
solution process developed by the United States lution. Parts also are periodically moved, turned, or
Chemical Milling Corporation, Manhattan Beach, rotated to achieve uniform metal removal over the
Callfornia, for production of sheet material and entire surface. Careful solution-composition control
parts to close tolerances, and temperature control must be maintained in order
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to obtain uniform and pred.ctabl rates of metal TABLE 15. TENSILE PROFPERTIES OF CHEMICALLY MILLED
removal. Ti-7A1-4Mo ALLOYS(a,b)

Typical pro-luction t:Atran:e, fo- chý1.ic•l
milling are ±0.002 Inch.(Z) To this must be &dded ReAoved Ultimate Elonga-

the actual raw-stock tolercnce prloý to chcmlcal Frco Yield Tensile Reduction tlon,

milling. The following figures can be uscd s s a F tr Stren t Ten gth, iA a pe cn t

guide to dpth-of-cut Diamter, Strength, Strength, in Area, percent

milling(2t inch psi psi percent in4D

Sheet and plate 0.500-inth maximum depth/surface Controls 182,000 192,750 30.0 10
Extrusion 0.150-inch maximum depth/surface
Forging 0.250-inch maximum depth/surface. 0.005 180,750 191,000 31.9 10

Because chemical etching proceeds sldeus3ys at about 0.014 181,500 191,m00 34.9 10
the same rate as doun, the minimim widths thot can 0.040 180,500 190,500 31.9 10
be machined are about three tirnes the etch depths.

SVD-ata are from Hiner.( 4 i
Etching rates for titanium alloys range from (b) Longitudinal blanks were cut from TI-7A1-4Mo

about 0.5 to 5.0 mils/min. Typical industrial pro- forged stock and heat treated to 190,000-psi
duction rates are about 1.0 to 1.5 mils/min. A UTS. The blanks were then machined into stand-
comparison of the performance characteristics of ard 1/4-inch-diameter tensile specimens. Al-
etching systems for milling titanlm, aluminum, and lowance was made for removal of various amounts
steel alloys is given in Table 14.(3 Typical sur- of material by chemical milling to permit uni-
face finishes currently being produced on titanium form specimens at time of testing.
alloys by chemical milling range from about 15 to
5O-rms microinches, A Ryan Aeronautical Company report (5 gives

results of fatigue tests on 6A1-4V and A-1lOAT (SAl-
TDLE IL. TITXR1cý' A•A AOIPCT• ST:csO c FCR VVS AL 2.5Sn) titanium alloys. Chemically milled speci-

HILLIA• flTA.JIUM, ALb•;AU, A• STEEL A.C:Y 9e,

mens, on the average, showed slightly better fatigue
Ito, TitanIm Alloys Steols Alýý1vc, Alloys life than the as-received material. On the other

hand, Sanz and Shepherd(3) cite fatigue test
Principal Reactant, MXyrofluorlc Acid •y-rochloric acid- So1lu hydroxle (reversed-cantilever bending) results on 5AI-2.5Sn

nit•ic acd alloy (A-flOAT) sheet indicating that chemical mill-
Etch Rate. Mils/mln C.6 to 1.2 0.6 to 1.2 7.8 to 1.2 ing increased the hydrogen content of this alloy,
opt Ins Etch Depth, 0.125 0.125 0.12, and reduced the fatigue strength slightly. Subse-

Etchnt Temperature quent vacuum annealing of these parts reduced the
F Io 145t5 195t5 hydrogen to a low level and increased fatigue

Exote#mlc Heat, 16^ 95 strength significantly.
Btj/tq f t/,s19

Averag cHM, 40 to IX ' Hydrogen Pickup Drinq Chemical Milling

T Dat, are efr= Sez ,rl •,.,Titanium alloys are susceptible to hydrogen
pickup during chemical milling. The more important

RinsinQ and Strippinq factors governing the amount of hydrogen absorbed

are: composition and metallurgical structure of
After the parts are completely etched, they the titanium alloy, etchant composition, etchant

are thoroughly rinsed with water. The mask is then temperature, and etching time. The amount of hydro-
either stripped by hand or immersed in a solvent gen absorption is related to the amount of beta
tank to soften the mask and facilitate its removal, phase present in the alloy. Results of various

studies on hydrogen pickup are discussed below.Effects on Mechanical Properties

The susceptibility of var!ous titanium alloys
The general feeling is that chemical milling to hydrogen embrittlement during chemical milling

(providing good uniform metal dissolution is in an HF-Pnn-ý-nmic acid bath was investigated by
achieved; i.e., no intergranular attack, selective jones.(6) Bath composition was as follows:
etching, or pitting) does not adversely affect the
mechanical properties of metals. Published data on Hydrofluoric acid (HF) 23 percent by volume
those effects are rather scarce and more such data Water (H20) 77 percent by volume
sr- needed. Chromic acid 125 grams/liter

Published results from tensile, compressive, Bath temperature was 140 F, and etch rate was 1.0
and shear tests showed that chemical milling had no mil/min. Of the three titanium alloys studied, the
significant effect on these mechanical properties beta alloy, TI-13V-llCr-3A1, was most severely em-
for the TI-6AI-4V alloy.F3j Chemical milling also brittled. The alpha-beta alloy, TI-6A1-4V, showed
had no significant effect on thl tensile properties some minor embrwttlement, whereas the alpha aleoy,
of 5AI-2.5Sn titanium a110oys. 3 TI-pAi-2.eSn, was not embrettled. Elevated-

temperature vacuum treatments were necessary to re-
Hiner(4) showed that chemical milling did not store ductility to the Ti-13V-1lCr-3A1 alloy. Be-

affect the tensile properties of heat-treated Ti- cause of the minor embrittlement, as shown by hend
7A1-4Mo alloys. See Table 15. ductility, no embrittle-ort-rPlief trcatmnents were

evaluated or deemed necessary for the chomically
milled TI-6AI-4i alloy.
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Guerin, Slomlak, and Schn-lder(7) reported Selected Rnferonces on Chemrial-
that considhrable hydrogen pickup wos ofserved in M 4ill1in•or tion;
experimental Ti-bAl-lMo-IV parts, chemical milled
at an etching rate of I mil/side/mln at a tempera- (1) Deutsch, H. M. "Maskants for Chemfcal Milling",
ture of 180 F. The solution contained hydrofluoric Materials in Design Engineering, 128-130, 241

acid, chromic acid, titanium powder, and dodecyl (May, 1961).
sulfonic acid. The hydrogen contents before and
after are tabulated below: (2) "The CHEM,-MILL Design Manual", the Chem-Mill

and Coatings Division, Turco Products, Inc.,
Hydrogen Content, Wilmington, California, 21 pp (February, 1961).

Material a______
(3) Sanz, M. C., and Shepherd, C. C., "Chem-Mill

As-Received 1heet 40 Process High-Temperature Alloys", SAE Aircraft

Chmically Milled From to rIToduction Forum, Metal F emoval--Hlgh-Temperaturp

C.03-lynch rhick.ess 360 Materials Panel, Los Angeles, California (1058).

Chemically Milled From 0.040 to 635 (4) Hiner, J. M., "The Effect of Chemical Milling

C.010-Inch Thickness on Tensile Ductility of Heat Treated 7A0-44o
Titanium Alloy", Report No. A-433, MNenasco

The authors indicated that MIL specifications for Manufacturing Co., Burbank, California (Cctober
Ti-8-1-1 alloy allow a maximum 150 ppm, so they 26, 1961).
would automatically reject these sheets. The large
hydrogen pickup was attributed to operation at the (5) Adams, D. S., and Cattrell, W. M., "Development
high 180 F teroerature. However, low etching rates of Manufacturing Techniques and Processes for

of 0.1 to 0.2 mil/side/mmn were obtained when oper- Titanium Alloys", Report No. G-17-93, Ryan
ating at 115 F. Further studies to cope with the Aeronautical Company, San Diego, California
hydrogen pickup problem were in progress at the (April 24, 1957).
time the report was written.

(6) Jones, R. L., "The Susceptibility of Materials
BoydS has reported the findings of various to Hydrogen Embrittlement From Chemical Milling

studies on hydrogen embrittlement of titanium al- Operations", Report No. .RG-219, General Dynamics

loys chemically milled in hydrofluoric acid-nitric Corporation, Astronautics Division, San Diego,
acid solutiens. The hydrogen pickup was closely California (March 16, 1961).
related to the H'O3-HF ratio in the bath. One
study showed that by maintaining the!iNC3 concentra- (7) Guerin, R. L., Slomlak, S., and Schneider, S.,
tion atove 2? percent with 2 percent HF present, thý "8-1-1 Titanium Alloy--Machining--Assembly--
hydrog'n pickup could be held to less than 00 Fpm Fastening", Materials and Manufacturing Tech-
for many of the comr orly used titanium alloys. niques for Supersonic Aircraft, SAL N;ational
Powever, other Inv-stliyators reportd contiary or Aeronautics and Space Engineering and Space

different results. Meeting, Los Angeles, California, Cctober V-9,

The CHFY-MIlL Design T'anu al (2) reports that1964.

hydrogen embrittlempnt is not a serious problem (8) Boyd, W. K., "Memorandum on the Chemical Milling
when chemically milling the Ti-9,n alloy, so long of Titanium", Titanium Metallurgical Laboratory,
as the initial content is kept below 8K ppm and Battelle Me'orlal Institute, Columbus, Ohio
the part is milled from one side only to a depth (January 17, 1958).
not to exceed one-half of the orlginal thickness.
It also indicates that with the exception of the (9) Stearns, L. B., "Chemical Milling--Sojution to
all-beta alloy, TI-13V-lICr-3A1, none of the other Producibility Problems in Temperature Resistant
alloys of titanium pick up enouoh hydrogen during Air Frame Structures", ASTNE T chnical Paper
chemical milling to be a problem. No. 315 (1960).

Stearns(9) states that with the exception of
such beta alloys as TI-13V-lICr-3A1, a properly
controlled titanium etchant has no adverse effects
upon the physical properties of the alloy being
milled. Surface finishes are consistently good,
falling in the 30- to 40-rms-microlnches range.

The work discussed above indicates that hydro-
gen pickup can be a problem in the chemical milling
of certain titanium alloys tespeciall/ all-beta al-
loys) under certain operating conditions. Addition-
al research or develorm-nt work is needed to:
(1) define and understand the hydrogn pickup prob-
lem, (2) minimiz- hydrogen pi:ckp ly devrlopment of
better Ptchant solutions and opfrating conditions,
and (3) develop suitaPle Lakini or vacuum outgassing
procedures for errbrittlemnt rplief.
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